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Introduction

The Nutrition, Labeling and Education Act of 1990 (NLEA) requires U.S. food manufacturers to disclose certain nutritional information about their products via standardized package labels. Despite the efforts of Congress and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in enacting and implementing the NLEA, many American consumers are still stumped at the supermarket. Studies suggest that nutrition labels are confusing to many consumers and have not necessarily helped them to make healthier dietary choices. While consumers often report that they use nutrition labels to guide their food purchasing decisions and dietary choices, research shows that actual use is less than reported and nutrition labels frequently leave consumers feeling confused. One fairly recent report found that Americans’ use of nutrition labels is declining, particularly among those under age thirty. Moreover, since the enactment of the NLEA, obesity rates in the United States have risen to unprecedented highs. It seems apparent that the current nutrition labeling scheme, standing alone, does not provide sufficient guidance to encourage healthy dietary choices.

Partly in response to the escalating obesity epidemic, food manufacturers and retailers have developed a number of nutrition rating systems in recent years. Aimed at simplifying consumers’ food purchasing decisions, these rating systems assign a given food product a “better for you” symbol (e.g., a “healthy check”) or a numerical score or graphic rating (e.g., a score of one to 100 or a number of stars). Nutrition rating systems were first developed by food manufacturers and placed directly on the front of product packages. More recently, food retailers have also developed their own graphic icons and symbolic rating systems, which are typically placed on grocery store shelves and display cases, near a product’s price tag. Food manufacturers and retailers assert that these nutrition rating systems can help consumers to make healthier food selections by providing them with a convenient, point-of-purchase “snapshot” of the nutrition profile of a particular food product.

While their efficacy in promoting healthier dietary choices is unproven at this point due to their recent origins, there is no disputing the increasing popularity of nutrition rating systems among food manufacturers and retailers. There are presently more than a dozen different front-of-package labeling and grocery shelf rating systems in use in U.S. markets. From 2008 to 2009 alone, the number of nutrition rating systems in American grocery stores nearly doubled.

Nutrition rating systems present opportunities for educating consumers about nutrition and promoting changes in dietary practices, but their varied formats and differing underlying criteria also pose potential problems. Some critics argue that nutrition rating systems, which were intended to simplify consumers’ purchasing decisions and make nutritional information easier to comprehend, have instead led to a confusing maze of competing nutrition claims. Where once consumers had to consult only the Nutrition Facts panel and the ingredients list, they are now faced with a cacophony of different labels, symbols, ratings, on-package health claims, in-store signs, and food advertisements. It is no wonder that consumers report feeling conflicted, even bewildered, by the variety of different nutrition messages they encounter at the grocery store. One cannot help but wonder, are these nutrition rating systems informing food purchasing...
decisions for the better and promoting healthier diets, or are they only confusing consumers more about what foods to eat? Are they helping us shop smarter, or causing information overload?

This paper analyzes the future of nutrition rating systems by considering the following issues. First, the paper briefly outlines some of the major front-of-package labeling and grocery shelf rating systems that have been used or are presently in use in the American marketplace, as well as the nutrition labeling and rating systems considered or implemented in other countries. Then it examines in detail the approach of and criticisms raised against one domestic example: the Smart Choices Program, a self-regulatory front-of-package labeling system introduced and suspended in 2009. The demise of the Smart Choices Program is considered in light of some critics’ claims that nutrition rating systems and point-of-purchase food labeling must be regulated by the federal government in order to prevent conflicts of interest. Second, the paper discusses the role of the FDA in overseeing food labeling and explores the agency’s responsibilities for ensuring that the claims made by nutrition rating systems are not misleading and are compliant with federal statutes and regulations. Third, the paper considers whether the variety of different front-of-package labeling and grocery rating approaches poses the potential to confuse American consumers, rather than inform their food purchasing decisions. Are varied nutrition rating approaches beneficial because they promote industry innovation, encourage product reformulation, and expand the research base about what labeling approaches work best? Or should the FDA promulgate regulations to require a more consistent, standardized approach to rating the nutritional quality of foods? Fourth and finally, this paper concludes by making recommendations about additional research that is needed to gauge the efficacy of nutrition rating systems and their potential to improve Americans’ diets.

The rationale underlying the development of nutrition rating systems, aside from their marketing potential, is the idea that most consumers have difficulty deciphering the information on nutrition labels. Several studies suggest that the majority of consumers find the information listed on the back or side panels of packaged foods (e.g., the Nutrition Facts panel) to be confusing. In particular, consumers have difficulty performing calculations, interpreting serving size information, and placing nutrition information about a given food product in the context of overall daily dietary intake. Further, studies have shown that food label use is negatively linked to time pressure. The average American is grocery shopping in a hurry, and few consumers are able or inclined to take the time to compare nutrition labels and perform mathematical calculations in the supermarket aisle. Front-of-package labeling was developed to supplement the Nutrition Facts panel by creating simple graphic or symbolic icons that consumers could quickly consult to compare foods within product categories. Of course, nutrition rating systems were also developed as an industry marketing strategy to respond to growing consumer interest in healthful foods and to increase the visibility of FDA-permitted nutrient content and health claims in the packaging and overall marketing of their products.

Health Organization Labels

**American Heart Association – Heart Check**

The first nutrition rating system unveiled in American supermarkets was not an industry-developed system, but rather, the American Heart Association’s (AHA) Heart Check label, which debuted in 1995. The AHA’s Heart Check label is given to foods that meet the FDA’s criteria for nutrient content claims like “low fat” or “low sodium.” AHA allows its checkmark to be used if a single serving of a product has up to three grams of total fat, one gram of saturated fat, half a gram of trans fat, 20 milligrams of cholesterol, or 480 milligrams of sodium. The Heart Check label does not take carbohydrates into account. Although praised for being trendsetting, some critics have questioned the objectivity of the Heart Check label, noting that companies pay a fee to get their products endorsed and the revenue generated is used to fund the program’s operating costs. Further, some nutritionists asserted that the AHA’s rating system focused too narrowly on limiting fat and cholesterol, while permitting certification of products containing significant amounts of added sugar. The Heart Check label, however, was originally aimed at reducing the risk of cardiovascular disease and identifying foods low in fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, and sodium, and not necessarily at preventing overweight and obesity and identifying low-calorie foods. Further, at the time of its development, there was not a firm scientific consensus on how much to limit added sugars. In August 2009, the AHA issued recommendations urging Americans to limit their intake of added sugars, in recognition of scientific studies demonstrating a link between excess sugar consumption and obesity, high blood pressure, high cholesterol, and other risk factors for heart disease and stroke. These questions aside, some studies suggest the Heart Check label has been influential because consumers are more likely to trust front-of-package claims that are endorsed by third parties and health organizations, as opposed to food manufacturers.

Beginning in roughly 2004, food manufacturers became invested in the practice of nutrition profiling. Before long, several new icon-based ratings began appearing on the front labels of packaged foods. PepsiCo, General Mills, Kraft, Unilever and Kellogg’s emerged as the early leaders in the front-of-package labeling and nutrition ratings race.

PepsiCo – Smart Spot

PepsiCo became one of the first big food manufacturers to launch a front-of-package rating system with the release of its Smart Spot label in 2004. The Smart Spot label, bearing the slogan, “Smart Choices Made Easy,” was placed on the front packages of over 250 products in PepsiCo’s “better for you” product lines, including juices, breakfast cereals, granola bars, chips, pretzels, and other snack foods. According to PepsiCo, Smart Spot-qualifying food and beverage products must meet certain nutrition criteria “based on authoritative statements from the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the National Academies of Sciences (NAS).” Specifically, the Smart Spot label can be placed on PepsiCo products that: (1) contain at least 10% of the recommended daily value of a “targeted nutrient” (i.e., protein, fiber, calcium, iron, vitamin A, vitamin C) while staying within certain limits for fat, saturated fat, trans fat, cholesterol, sodium, and added sugar; (2) are reduced in calories, fat, saturated fat, sodium, or sugar, or (3) “are formulated to have specific health or wellness benefits.”

One criticism of the Smart Spot approach is that it permits labeling of a product based on select positive attributes achieved through fortification, while leaving problematic nutrition information to be ferreted out by consumers through a close review of the Nutrition Facts panel.

PepsiCo began replacing its proprietary Smart Spot label with the Smart Choices logo in August 2009. PepsiCo initially endorsed the Smart Choices Program, a pan-industry effort aimed at developing a standardized voluntary approach to front-of-package labeling. However, as explained later in this paper, the Smart Choices Program was abandoned by its participating food manufacturers in late fall 2009 in the wake of considerable negative publicity and calls for investigation into its nutritional criteria and funding mechanism. It now appears that PepsiCo will be proceeding cautiously in the area of front-of-package labeling, and perhaps deferring further investment until the Food and Drug Administration signals its intentions with respect to developing regulations to guide point-of-purchase food labeling.

General Mills – Goodness Corner & Nutrition Highlights

General Mills followed quickly behind PepsiCo with the launch of its Goodness Corner front-of-package logo in 2004. Described as an “easy-to-read icon-based system that communicates important product benefits on the package right up front,” Goodness Corner icons were placed on a variety of General Mills’ products, most notably, its breakfast cereals. The Goodness Corner system’s criteria are based on FDA regulations governing nutrition labeling and nutrient content and health claims. Goodness Corner icons consist of colored circles with arrow indicators (e.g., low fat and low cholesterol are depicted with downward facing arrows) and other symbols, as well as numerical...
quantities (e.g., “14 grams = excellent source of protein”). The system consists of twenty different color-coded symbols that convey particular attributes in fifteen different nutrient categories, such as fat, vitamins and minerals, fiber, whole grain, grams of sugar, and net carbs, among others. Some nutritionists and consumer advocates criticized the over two dozen different icons used by the Goodness Corner system, asserting that a single, clear-cut logo would be easier for consumers to understand.

In 2007, as part of its pledge to the Council of Better Business Bureau's Children's Food and Beverage Advertising Initiative (CFBAI), General Mills announced that it would add Nutrition Highlights labels on the front panels of its cereal packages. The Nutrition Highlights system was designed to distill the information on the Nutrition Facts panel and provide consumers with at a glance information about key nutrients. It lists the number of calories, grams of fat and sugar, milligrams of sodium, calcium and other key nutrients per serving, and indicates the percent daily value of nutrients per serving. The Nutrition Highlights label was described as an “evolution” of the Goodness Corner logos that had been appearing on General Mills' product packages for three years, but it was likely also an attempt to move beyond and distance itself from the criticisms of Goodness Corner. As part of its CFBAI pledge, General Mills also agreed that it would no longer advertise products containing more than twelve grams of sugar per serving to children under the age of twelve. At the time, this pledge was notable because General Mills is by far the biggest spender on advertising of packaged foods to children. In particular, General Mills has been criticized for over-promoting the addition of whole grains to its cereal lines, while downplaying or ignoring the fact that many of its cereal products remain high in added sugar and are aggressively marketed to children.

**Kraft – Sensible Solution**

Kraft Foods launched its Sensible Solution front-of-package label in 2005. Kraft applies the Sensible Solution symbol to its products if they meet one of two standards. A product must either: (1) provide beneficial nutrients (e.g., calcium or whole grains) at meaningful levels or deliver a functional or health benefit (e.g., heart health), while remaining within set limits on calories, fat, sodium, and sugar; or (2) meet certain specifications that vary by product type (e.g., cheese/dairy, crackers/snacks, salad dressings, etc.) for reduced calories, fat, sodium, or sugar. As with PepsiCo’s Smart Spot, one of the criticisms of Kraft’s Sensible Solution label is that its underlying nutritional criteria are of questionable objectivity because it is fundamentally a proprietary marketing technique.

Kraft Foods Global began replacing its Sensible Solution label with the Smart Choices logo in late August 2009. However, like several other major food manufacturers, Kraft discontinued using Smart Choices in late fall 2009 in the wake of sharp criticism levied against the program’s nutritional criteria, funding mechanism, and potential conflicts of interest. As of early 2010, it is unclear whether Kraft Foods will resume using Sensible Solution labels or wait until the FDA provides more guidance with respect to point-of-purchase labeling. Kraft Foods has merely said that until the Smart Choices Program resumes active operations, the company will be transitioning out of using the Smart Choices logo.
Unilever – Choices

In May 2006, Unilever launched the Choices Programme, a front-of-package logo designed to help consumers identify healthier foods and beverages within Unilever’s portfolio. First implemented in the Netherlands, the original goal was to roll out the Choices Programme in all countries where Unilever markets its products over an eighteen-month period. To guide the use of Choices labels, Unilever developed a Nutrition Enhancement Programme (NEP) that established nutritional benchmarks aimed at limiting sodium, sugars, trans fats, and saturated fats.

The Choices Programme was based on international dietary guidelines and involved a pan-European effort. In the Netherlands, Unilever participated in a government-supported coalition comprised of food and beverage manufacturers and major retailers. According to Unilever, it shared its NEP methodology and resulting benchmarks with various nutrition experts and expressed a willingness to share the Choices Programme with other parties with the goal of establishing more consistency in front-of-package labeling approaches. In this way, Unilever may have set the stage for the collaborative development of Smart Choices in the U.S.

Unilever adopted the Smart Choices Program and began phasing out its proprietary Choices labeling system in 2009. However, like the other major food manufacturers behind Smart Choices, it withdrew its support for the program in late fall 2009. It now appears that Unilever may continue using Choices labels in European markets, but will await the FDA’s direction with respect to front-of-package labeling of its products in the United States.

Kellogg’s – Nutrition at a Glance

In October 2007, Kellogg’s followed the nutrition ratings trend when it launched its Nutrition at a Glance front-of-package label. Based on the European Guideline Daily Amounts (GDA) system, which is described in more detail later, Nutrition at a Glance labels are designed to distill the information on the back of food packages into a simpler, more visual format. According to Kellogg’s, its GDA approach is an easier way to convey the daily value percentages on the Nutrition Facts panel, which are reference amounts of nutrients based on the federal government’s recommendations for a healthy diet. Nutrition at a Glance labels display the total amount per serving of a key nutrient – calories, total fat, sodium, and sugar – along with a percentage indicating the extent to which consuming a serving of the product will satisfy the recommended daily value for the given nutrient. The only nutrient for which a percentage is not displayed is sugar because there is no established daily value for sugar under the GDA system, although the Institute of Medicine suggests that an individual’s added sugar intake should not exceed 25% of one’s total calories to ensure adequate micronutrient intakes, and the World Health Organization suggests that added sugar intake should not exceed 10% of one’s total calories. In addition, Nutrition at a Glance labels can highlight up to two additional nutrients – fiber, calcium, magnesium, potassium, and vitamins A, C, and E – that have been identified by the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) as nutrients which are under-consumed by most Americans.
Kellogg’s endorsed the Smart Choices Program and announced that it would begin replacing Nutrition at a Glance labels with the Smart Choices logo in August 2009. By late October 2009, however, Kellogg’s had announced that it would discontinue using Smart Choices labels. Kellogg’s said that it would begin phasing out product packaging bearing the Smart Choices logo as its inventories ran out, although it would continue to be associated with the program and Celeste Clark, the company’s senior vice president of global nutrition, would remain on the program’s board.47


For consumers who are trying to eat better, but are confounded by the sheer number of “healthy” symbols, “better for you” logos, and nutrition claims that food manufacturers are placing on their product packages, help may be on the way from food retailers. In an effort to help consumers sort through the multiplicity of competing, and potentially misleading, front-of-package labels on food products, some American food retailers began rolling out their own nutrition rating systems beginning in 2006.

Unlike manufacturers’ labeling systems, most food retailers’ rating systems are placed on grocery store shelves or display cases, near the price tag, rather than on the front label of the product package. Further, most retailers’ nutrition rating systems are applied to a number of products within a given food category, thereby allowing product comparison across different brands. A chart comparing the various grocery rating systems discussed herein may be found at Appendix A.48

Hannaford Brothers supermarket chain led the way beginning in 2006, but food retailers’ shelf rating systems gained widespread visibility just this past year. Five new grocery rating programs were announced or implemented in 2009 alone.

Guiding Stars

East Coast-based Hannaford Brothers supermarket chain developed the first store-wide, retailer rating system with its Guiding Stars program, introduced in 2006. Guiding Stars was developed by a team of nutrition and medical experts from Dartmouth Medical School, Tufts University’s Human Nutrition Research Center on Aging (HNRCA) Research Laboratory, and the University of North Carolina’s School of Public Health, among others.49 Guiding Stars uses a three-star rating system based on a proprietary formula of algorithms designed to assess a food’s nutrient content. One star is considered “good,” two stars is considered “better,” and three stars is considered “best.” A product is credited for containing vitamins, minerals, and/or whole grains, and is docked for containing saturated fat, trans fat, cholesterol, added sugars, and/or added sodium.50 Nutrient content is evaluated per 100-calorie portions. Nutritional criteria is customized by food group, recognizing that animal products like meat, poultry, seafood, and dairy are naturally higher in saturated fat and cholesterol and low in fiber, and that nuts, for example, contain key vitamins and minerals but are higher in fat.51 The system does not rate bottled water, coffee or tea, because these products are not a significant source of nutrients. Guiding Stars places a fresh or packaged food product’s star rating on the unit price tags on grocery store shelves, produce signs, and meat, poultry, and seafood case signs.
Guiding Stars has been used to evaluate roughly 60,000 different fresh and packaged food products for sale in Hannaford stores. Approximately 28% of the products evaluated to date earn at least one star, which means that over two-thirds of the products evaluated (primarily packaged foods), do not earn any stars. Under Guiding Stars’ nutritional criteria, all fresh produce earns the maximum three stars, and 51% of cereals, 41% of seafood, 22% of dairy, 21% of meat, 7% of canned soups, and 7% of bakery products earn at least one star. Interestingly, many packaged food products bearing nutrient content claims do not earn any stars (typically those containing high amounts of sodium or added sugar), which might suggest that FDA-approved claims such as “low fat” or “good source of …” can be misleading if they divert attention from the overall nutritional quality of a food product to the presence or absence of one or more individual elements. For example, many food products that are branded “low fat” have significant amounts of added sugar and are high in calories.

Although the program’s efficacy has not been rigorously evaluated, Hannaford Brothers reports that Guiding Stars has impacted customers’ food purchasing decisions for the better. Since the program’s launch in 2006, sales of food products bearing stars have outpaced sales of those without, in some cases by wide margins. After analyzing a year’s worth of sales data, Hannaford Brothers reported that sales of ground beef with starred labels increased 7%, while sales of ground beef without stars dropped by 5%. Sales of chicken with star ratings rose 5%, while sales of chicken without stars declined by 3%. Similarly, sales of whole milk (no stars) dropped by 4%, while skim milk sales (three stars) increased by 1%. The same sales trends were observed with frozen and packaged foods. Sales of frozen dinners with starred labels increased at 4.5 times the rate of frozen entrees without stars, and sales of breakfast cereals labeled with stars increased 3.5 times over that of cereals without stars. Moreover, a survey of Hannaford customers found that 81% were aware of the Guiding Stars program, half of those surveyed said they used it “fairly often,” and customers generally gave it positive reviews and said it informed or simplified their grocery shopping decisions.

By October of 2008, the Guiding Stars shelf rating system had expanded to more than 1,400 stores including Hannaford Supermarkets, Bloom Supermarkets, and Food Lion and Sweetbay stores. Because of the program’s success, Guiding Stars Licensing Company was formed in mid-2008 to create opportunities for food manufacturers, restaurants, convenience stores, hospitals, and schools to purchase and implement Guiding Stars. As of January 2009, Guiding Stars had partnered with the Maine Public School System to implement the first school-based nutrition rating system. Hannaford Brothers reportedly hopes to expand Guiding Stars to a national packaged food labeling system. Despite Hannaford Brothers’ participation in the Keystone Food and Nutrition Roundtable discussions leading to the development of the Smart Choices Program, discussed infra, they opted to continue using and promoting Guiding Stars.
In 2007, NuVal became the second grocery store-wide nutrition rating system to hit American markets. NuVal rates foods with a numeric score from one to 100 using a proprietary algorithm, the Overall Nutritional Quality Index (ONQI), developed by a team of fifteen leading nutrition, medical, and public health experts and led by Dr. David L. Katz, Director of the Yale-Griffin Prevention Research Center. ONQI is a complex mathematical formula that crunches more than thirty different nutritional variables to arrive at a single numeric rating for a given food item.

The ONQI formula uses the Institute of Medicine’s Dietary Reference Intakes (DRIs) and the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services and Department of Agriculture’s Dietary Guidelines for Americans (DGAs) to quantify the presence of more than thirty nutrients, including vitamins, minerals, antioxidants, fiber, sugar, salt, trans fat, saturated fat, and cholesterol. The formula also incorporates measures for the quality of protein, fat, and carbohydrates, as well as calories and omega-3 fatty acids. ONQI awards points for nutrients generally considered to be favorable to health — including all the traditional vitamins and minerals, plus fiber, omega-3s, carotenoids, bioflavonoids, protein quality, fat quality, glycemic load, and energy density — and subtracts points for saturated fat, trans fat, sodium, sugar, and cholesterol. Essentially, the ONQI system divides a food’s positive score by its negative score, irrespective of portion size, to arrive at a composite score of between one and 100.

NuVal’s developers assert that it is the most objective and useful grocery rating system because it is based on expert dietary guidelines and aims to stratify foods on the basis of overall nutritional quality, both across all food categories and within food categories. In this way, it differs from Guiding Stars, for example, under which products in the same category receiving the same number of stars cannot be compared against one another. According to Dr. Katz, another notable difference with NuVal is that if a grocery store agrees to use the system, all foods sold in the store must be scored. Therefore, NuVal provides specific guidance for every food item in the grocery store, whereas most of the other grocery rating systems only score a percentage of the products in the store. Finally, proponents of NuVal assert that it is the most bias-free of the food rating systems, having been developed by an independent team of nutrition experts who have no ties to the food industry, and thus no vested interest in how a particular product scores.

So how do foods rate under NuVal? Not surprisingly, most fresh produce scores high. Raw spinach, strawberries and oranges earn perfect scores of 100, while even iceberg lettuce earns an 82. Many frozen vegetables score as well as their fresh counterparts; Birds Eye frozen chopped spinach and broccoli cuts earn top scores of 100. Atlantic salmon is one of the high-scoring fishes at 87. Post Shredded Wheat beats most big-name cereals at 91. Kellogg’s All-Bran Complete Wheat Flakes receives a rather low score of 31, presumably because sugar and high fructose corn syrup are prominent ingredients. Notably, the median score for all breakfast cereals rated by NuVal is a modest 25.

NuVal aims to eventually score all of the 60,000-plus food products for sale in a typical American grocery store. The system is currently in place at three major grocery chains: Hy-Vee (launched in January 2009), Price Chopper (January 2009), and Meijer (May 2009). NuVal is expected to expand into more grocery chains and stores over the next two years.
Nutrition iQ was developed by Supervalu, Inc. and Harvard Medical School’s Joslin Diabetes Center. The system uses color-coded shelf tags to identify products that meet specific nutrient thresholds. If a food product qualifies for a nutrient content claim, as specified by FDA regulations, it is identified with a color-coded shelf tag(s). The appearance of a nutrition iQ shelf tag denotes whether a food product is an “excellent” or “good” source of fiber, calcium, or protein. Nutrition iQ also considers whether a product is low in sodium, calories, or saturated fat, and whether a product contains whole grains. For example, a low-calorie, high-fiber product would bear a shelf tag with a purple (low-calorie) stripe and a tag with an orange (fiber) stripe. For simplicity purposes, no food product is allowed to bear more than two color-coded tags. Certain foods, including those generally regarded to be of low nutritional value (e.g., soft drinks, sugar-sweetened juices, candy, and cookies) are not rated. Ultimately, Supervalu expects that about 10% of its stores’ 60,000 grocery items will receive a nutrition iQ shelf tag.

Nutrition iQ debuted in early 2009 at Albertson’s stores on the West Coast and arrived in mid-July 2009 at Cub Foods stores across the Midwest (in Minnesota, Iowa, Wisconsin, and Illinois). It is expected to expand into other Supervalu stores, such as Acme, bigg’s, Jewel-Osco, Lucky, Shaw’s/Star Market, and Shop’n Save, by early 2010.

Healthy Ideas

Healthy Ideas is yet another grocery rating system that was unveiled in January 2009. The system was developed by an advisory panel of physicians and nutritionists affiliated with Harvard Medical School. Thus far, it has been implemented in Giant Foods and Stop & Shop stores. The Healthy Ideas stamp appears on packaged foods’ shelf tags, plus on the front-of-package labels of some store brands. To earn a Healthy Ideas stamp, foods must be low in cholesterol, sodium, total fat, and saturated fat. Qualifying foods must also contain at least 10% of the federal nutrition guidelines for one or more of the following nutrients: vitamin A, vitamin C, calcium, iron, protein, or fiber. Qualifying food products must also be trans fat-free and, depending on the product category, either contain no added sugar (e.g., nuts) or contain less than 35% sugar, as measured by weight (e.g., breakfast cereals). All fresh produce automatically qualifies for the Healthy Ideas stamp. Items of low nutritional value, such as candy, ice cream, cookies, cakes, jellies, jams, dips and spreads, are not evaluated. Snack foods, such as pretzels, popcorn, crackers, and granola bars, are rated because they are considered to be important sources of grains. To date, approximately 4,000 packaged food products have qualified for the Healthy Ideas shelf tag.

While all of these manufacturer- and retailer-developed nutrition rating systems are aimed at helping consumers make better dietary choices, some nutrition experts and food industry commentators fear that their multiplicity may be defeating the purpose. In just a few short years, an array of different nutrition labeling and scoring approaches have emerged in U.S. food markets, all of which are based on differing nutritional criteria. In certain circumstances, the systems’ differing criteria may result in divergent results. For instance, the same name brand food product may receive dissimilar shelf ratings from different food retailers, leading to different interpretations of the product’s nutritional quality...
depending on where a consumer shops. Similarly, comparable or equivalent food products may receive different front-of-package ratings from their respective manufacturers. Finally, the manufacturer’s front-of-package label on a food product could conflict with the retailer’s shelf rating. These three scenarios demonstrate how varying nutrition rating approaches can result in conflicting nutritional messages, and may actually end up confusing consumers more about what foods they should eat as part of a balanced diet, instead of simplifying their grocery purchasing decisions.

Development and Suspension of Smart Choices (2007–2009)

Recognizing the need to create some standards around front-of-package food labeling and grocery scoring programs, in 2007 various stakeholders agreed to discuss the competing approaches and the future of nutrition rating systems. Leading food manufacturers, food retailers, industry trade groups, nutrition experts, health organizations, and government observers came together through meetings organized by the Keystone Center, a nonprofit organization that works to achieve mediated consensus solutions to public health, environmental, and other public policy issues. Known as the Keystone Food and Nutrition Roundtable, these meetings spanned from 2007 to 2009 and resulted in the development of Smart Choices, a self-regulatory front-of-package nutrition labeling and scoring program.

Under the Smart Choices initiative, some of the world’s largest food and beverage companies, including Con Agra Foods, General Mills, Kellogg’s, Kraft Foods, PepsiCo and Unilever, pledged to accept common nutritional standards and use the same “better for you” logo on their products. Qualifying products bore the Smart Choices checkmark logo on their front labels, which also included the amount of calories per serving and the number of servings in the package. Smart Choices labels began appearing in grocery stores in August of 2009. Participating companies were expected to eventually replace their proprietary front-of-package symbols (such as Kraft’s Sensible Solution, General Mill’s Nutrition Highlights, PepsiCo’s Smart Spot, and Unilever’s Choices) with the Smart Choices logo. The program aimed to have 1,000 different products bear the Smart Choices logo by the end of 2009, and more than 2,000 products labeled by July 31, 2010.

Smart Choices promised to “cut through the clutter” of competing front-of-package labels, and thereby provide some degree of consistency for consumers. The program’s website indicates that it was created to address the need for “a single, trusted, and reliable front-of-pack nutrition labeling program” that could guide consumers’ food and beverage choices and help improve health outcomes.

Despite an auspicious start, the financial backing of many of the largest food manufacturers, and the endorsement of some leading nutrition professionals, the Smart Choices Program was suspended roughly two months after the appearance of its labels in stores. As this paper later explains, by late October 2009, Smart Choices had ceased active operations in the wake of scathing criticism from some nutritionists, consumer advocates, and the media. The final straw was the FDA’s announcement that it will be investigating nutrition rating systems to determine if they violate federal nutrition labeling laws and developing regulatory standards to guide future point-of-purchase labeling schemes.
What lessons are to be learned from the rise and fall of the Smart Choices Program? Was the Smart Choices approach uniquely flawed? Or does the program's demise raise larger questions about the future of industry self-regulation of food marketing? Some critics might argue that the Smart Choices controversy illustrates that industry involvement is always a fatal and inherent conflict of interest in any self-regulatory system, whether it involves front-of-package nutrition labeling or otherwise. Evaluating the food industry's various self-regulatory efforts is beyond the scope of this paper, but the Smart Choices example may provide one lens through which to analyze the efficacy and value of the industry's voluntary efforts to address the obesity epidemic.

**The Smart Choices Approach**

Did Smart Choices differ materially from its predecessor front-of-package labeling systems? The program's stated objective of achieving food industry and health/nutrition expert collaboration in front-of-package labeling, with the aim of reducing consumer confusion and ultimately improving dietary choices, was certainly a laudable goal. Proponents claimed that the Smart Choices Program would achieve several previously-unachieved goals in front-of-package labeling, including consensus, congruence with accepted nutrition guidelines, superior format, and transparency. From the outside, the Smart Choices process appeared to be collaborative, with perspectives being offered by the food industry, leading nutrition and health experts, consumer advocates, and observers from the federal government's food regulatory agencies. But many Keystone Roundtable participants now seem to be saying that, despite the Roundtable’s apparent collaborative structure, the decision-making process was dominated by the perspectives of the food industry and this impacted the resulting Smart Choices Program. As Michel Jacobson, Director of the Center for Science in the Public Interest (CSPI), has commented, “[a] disinterested funder and committee of experts free of conflicts of interest likely would have rated the healthfulness of foods differently from the ‘better for you’ Smart Choices Program.”

In the program’s early stages, Smart Choices advocates frequently emphasized that it was based on “consensus science.” The program’s development was a collaborative effort bringing together a diverse group of influential stakeholders, including food industry representatives, nutritionists, academics, public health and consumer advocacy groups, and government observers. Because several leading food manufacturers agreed to replace their proprietary front-of-package logos with the Smart Choices label, the system promised to achieve some degree of consistency and reduce the dissonance created by competing front-of-package labeling approaches. Proponents also noted that Smart Choices’ underlying nutritional criteria were based on federal dietary guidelines (the USDA’s Dietary Guidelines for Americans) and Institute of Medicine recommendations (the IOM’s Dietary Reference Intakes). Further, they noted the program’s flexibility, as the Smart Choices criteria were to be updated in 2010 to reflect changes in the revised Dietary Guidelines for Americans. Advocates also cited the more useful Smart Choices logo, which not only informs consumers that a product is a healthier choice, but also includes the product’s calorie count per serving and the number of servings per package, so consumers need not scour the Nutrition Facts panel for this important information. Finally, Smart Choices promised transparency. Unlike many of the preceding front-of-package labeling and grocery rating systems on the market, which are based on proprietary algorithms, the
nutritional criteria underlying Smart Choices are readily available to the public via the program’s website.\textsuperscript{116}

\textbf{Smart Choices’ Nutritional Criteria}

Because Smart Choices was sharply criticized for qualifying products like Froot Loops and Fudgesicles,\textsuperscript{117} it seems useful to parse through the program’s underlying nutritional criteria to determine if they indeed deviate from prevailing nutritional standards, or are notably different from the criteria employed by other nutrition rating systems. Smart Choices’ nutritional criteria focus on three types of nutrients or food groups: nutrients to limit, nutrients to encourage, and food groups to encourage.\textsuperscript{118} Under the “nutrients to limit” criterion, there are five nutrients to limit: (1) total fat, which cannot comprise more than 35\% of calories or more than three grams per serving; (2) saturated fat, which cannot comprise more than 10\% of calories or more than one gram per serving; (3) trans fat, which must be less than half a gram per serving; (4) cholesterol, which cannot be more than 60 milligrams per serving; and (5) sodium, which is limited at 480 milligrams or less per serving.\textsuperscript{119} Under the “nutrients to encourage” criterion, a food must provide at least 10\% of the Daily Value of one or more of the following nutrients to qualify: calcium, potassium, fiber, magnesium, or vitamins A, C, or E.\textsuperscript{120} Finally, Smart Choices encourages entire food groups recommended by the Dietary Guidelines for Americans, such as fruits, vegetables, whole grains, and fat-free/low-fat dairy.\textsuperscript{121} A product must provide at least a half-serving of one of these food groups to qualify.

Smart Choices’ three-pronged approach seems simple enough, until one considers that the criteria described above are applied differently to each of the food or product categories. The criteria are customized for nineteen food or product categories, such as dairy, meats, fish, grains, breakfast cereals, snack foods, and beverages.\textsuperscript{122} Therefore, a food product in the fish category is subject to different threshold nutrient levels than a food product in the meat category. The customized criteria help some products qualify for the Smart Choices label that otherwise would not.\textsuperscript{123} They also exclude some products that would otherwise appear to qualify.

For example, all fruits and vegetables free of added sugar, salt, or other additives automatically qualify as “Smart Choices,” whether fresh, frozen, or canned.\textsuperscript{124} Processed fruits and vegetables and juices, however, must meet the “nutrients to limit” criterion plus either the “nutrients to encourage” or “food groups to encourage” criterion.\textsuperscript{125} Meats, fish, and poultry need only meet the “nutrients to limit” criterion to qualify.\textsuperscript{126} In addition, fish may exceed the benchmark total fat limit under the “nutrients to limit” prong, because they are high in healthy omega-3 fatty acids.\textsuperscript{127} Snack foods must meet the “nutrients to limit” criterion while also providing at least one nutrient or food group to encourage.\textsuperscript{128} Several foods, including breads, pasta, processed fruits and vegetables, seeds and nuts, dressing and condiments, and snack foods are held to a stricter 240 milligrams or less of sodium per serving limit (as opposed to 480 milligrams, the default benchmark).\textsuperscript{129} Calories, rather than grams of added sugar, are the limiting factor for sodas and other sugar-sweetened beverages.\textsuperscript{130} While Smart Choices’ proponents assert that these food or food product category-specific criteria are what makes the program’s nutritional guidelines superior, because they are both nutritionally sound and flexible, the program’s nutritional criteria have come under fire for being too lax, particularly where breakfast cereals are concerned.\textsuperscript{131}
Did Smart Choices Fold Due to Fatal Conflicts of Interest?

1. Smart Choices: Questionable Nutrition Standards?

While Smart Choices promised to simplify front-of-package labeling, a review of its nutritional criteria reveals them to be rather complicated. Throughout the fall of 2009, nutritionists and other health experts debated whether Smart Choices’ nutritional criteria were sound. For example, one might question whether Smart Choices’ category-specific criteria are appropriate, or whether they allow for selective rating, particularly in categories like breakfast cereals and snack foods. Further, some critics dispute the propriety of even having a distinct category for snack foods. On one hand, Americans consume snack foods in high quantities and arguably should be equipped with the information to make educated choices among competing snack products. On the other hand, should snack foods and sugary cereals be rated and labeled as “better for you”?

In particular, the category-specific variations in Smart Choices’ nutritional criteria have been criticized. Consider the creation of separate categories for grains and cereals. Breakfast cereals are grain products, and consuming cereal can satisfy the “grain group” requirements of the USDA food pyramid. But Smart Choices creates a distinct category for cereals apart from grains, one might argue because different criteria were necessary to allow breakfast cereals with up to twelve grams, or three teaspoons, of added sugar to qualify for the label. For example, Froot Loops contains the maximum twelve grams per serving of added sugar allowed under Smart Choices, which constitutes 41% of the product, measured by weight, and is more sugar than can be found in many brands of packaged cookies. Some critics have argued that high-sugar cereals like Froot Loops should be called dessert, not breakfast. Yet they qualify as “better for you” selections under Smart Choices, perhaps, as some have argued, because the industry participants in the Keystone Roundtable process lobbied for permissive standards on added sugars in order to allow some of their most profitable products to qualify for the label.

In addition, some critics question Smart Choices’ allowance of heavily fortified foods. Although federal nutrition guidelines encourage the consumption of whole grains, the program’s nutritional criteria allow breads made without whole grains to bear the Smart Choices logo if they have added nutrients. According to some nutrition experts, fortification only masks shortcomings in processed foods. One might argue that the Smart Choices approach allows virtually any food, no matter how nutritionally deficient, to make the cut if it contains the requisite amount of added nutrients. Michael Jacobson of CSPI has opined that “sawdust” with added calcium and vitamin A could meet the Smart Choices criteria. In other words, fortification allows foods that are naturally low in nutrients to masquerade as foods of better nutritional value. As Marion Nestle, Professor of Nutrition, Food Studies and Public Health at New York University, has charged, “[t]he object of [Smart Choices] is to make highly processed foods appear as healthful as unprocessed foods, which they are not.”
2. Smart Choices: Skewed by Conflicts of Interest?

Opponents to Smart Choices essentially argue that the program failed to provide meaningful nutrition guidance to consumers and suffered from fatal conflicts of interest. Some critics suggest that the development of Smart Choices was simply an attempt by the food industry to band together and devise favorable front-of-package labeling standards that they could control, and thereby avoid more stringent federal regulation. In this view, the food industry was primarily interested in circumventing uniform federal regulation and being able to exert more control over the emerging standards on front-of-package labeling. Thus, some would argue that the development of Smart Choices was little more than a preemptive strike, touted as corporate social responsibility.

Regardless of the catalyst for its development, critics have sharply questioned what appear to be inherent conflicts of interest in the funding, administration, and oversight of the Smart Choices Program. Smart Choices was a self-imposed and self-regulated system, leading many observers to question its objectivity. The program was to be jointly administered by the American Society for Nutrition (ASN) and NSF International, a nonprofit organization that certifies products and develops standards for food, water, and consumer goods. ASN was charged with ensuring the scientific integrity of the project. ASN and NSF were both charged with reviewing new applications to determine whether food products qualified for the Smart Choices logo. The program was overseen by a board of nine directors: four seats belonged to nutrition experts, four seats were held by food industry representatives, and the ninth seat was for a neutral party.

Some leading nutrition experts were appalled at ASN’s involvement with Smart Choices, and openly questioned the organization’s objectivity. Some nutritionists worried that ASN’s affiliation would imply that the organization was only endorsing the select products that bear the Smart Choices logo, not ensuring that the program helps consumers to make better food choices, eat more balanced diets, and live healthier lives. Certain critics have suggested that endorsement of Smart Choices, or any industry-developed nutrition rating system, calls nutritionists’ professional objectivity into question and puts them in a bind. As Marion Nestle queries, “If the most prestigious nutrition and health organizations have financial ties to food companies, how can you trust them to tell you what foods are the best to eat?”

The most pointed conflict of interest concerns were raised against Smart Choices’ funding mechanisms. The program’s operating costs were funded through sliding scale fees paid by the food manufacturers who pledged to put Smart Choices labels on their products. Because a sliding scale participation fee (ranging from $5,000-$100,000) was used, which depended on total sales of labeled products, the financial contributions of large food manufacturers dominated the Smart Choices’ funding scheme. As Marion Nestle noted: “The more products that qualify for the Smart Choices logo, the more money the program gets. I’d call that a clear conflict of interest.” According to one source, between 2008 and 2009, the fourteen major participating food corporations paid a combined $1.47 million to fund the development of Smart Choices. The Keystone Center reportedly received nearly $700,000 from large food corporations to organize the Keystone Food and Nutrition Roundtable talks. Companies’ individual contributions were not disclosed, reportedly due to a signed agreement indicating...
that those figures would not be shared with other participants, but the Keystone Center’s 2008 annual report reveals that most of the large food manufacturers endorsing Smart Choices each contributed $50,000 or more to the organization. In sum, critics of Smart Choices say that the program was primarily developed by, and through its funding mechanism, would have continued to be controlled by, the food industry.

The Smart Choices Program described the fee per product as “negligible” and defended its funding mechanism in the press. Supporters of Smart Choices also stressed that it was administered by two independent organizations that would ensure its impartiality and overriding focus on health. For their part, participating food manufacturers asserted that their financial support of the development and ongoing administration of Smart Choices was a natural outgrowth of their consumer education efforts. In addition, the food manufacturers that initially funded the Smart Choices Program have asserted that they, like the grocery retailers engaged in the development of shelf rating systems, are innovators. In this view, “big food” should be credited, not demonized, because its resources and pioneering efforts are helping to build the research base for what works in point-of-purchase labeling.

Amidst all the controversy over the Smart Choices Program, the nutrition experts appointed to the Smart Choices board have consistently maintained that, on balance, Smart Choices would have been a positive development towards educating consumers and helping them make better dietary choices. According to these nutrition professionals, Smart Choices was not a perfect system, but a definite step in the right direction, for several reasons. First, by achieving some degree of industry standardization in front-of-package labeling, Smart Choices would have reduced consumer confusion. Because the large food manufacturers who pledged to use the program planned to replace their proprietary, competing front-of-package logos with Smart Choices labels, there would have been more consistency in labeling approaches in the marketplace and, thus, less potential for consumer confusion. Second, if Smart Choices succeeded in becoming the industry standard for front-of-package labeling, then participating food manufacturers would have been compelled to reformulate their products in order to make more of them qualify for the Smart Choices logo. Consumer demand for labeled products would have resulted in the greater availability of healthier packaged food choices in the American marketplace. Of course, the potential of Smart Choices to achieve these goals was never realized.

3. Smart Choices: Denouement?
Smart Choices-labeled products were greeted with a great deal of negative publicity when they began appearing in stores in mid-August 2009. As a result of the controversy, the American Dietetic Association, the American Diabetes Association, and Tufts University requested that their names be removed from the Smart Choices website and issued statements indicating that, while individuals affiliated with their organizations may be personally involved, the entities themselves neither participated in nor endorsed the program. Over the course of roughly ten weeks, the Smart Choices Program became the subject of scathing media criticism, petitions from consumer advocacy groups, and even calls for investigation from a U.S. congresswoman and a state attorney general. As explained in more detail later in this paper, the final blow came with an October
20, 2009 announcement by the FDA that it would be investigating whether front-of-package labeling systems violate federal nutrition labeling laws.\(^{164}\)

In response to the FDA's announcement, the Smart Choices Program halted active operations and pledged to await further direction from the agency.\(^{165}\) On October 23, 2009, Smart Choices issued a press release indicating that the program "will voluntarily postpone active operations and not encourage wider use of the logo at this time by either new or currently enrolled companies."\(^{166}\) Smart Choices' statement indicates that the program supports the FDA's goal of developing standardized criteria for front-of-package and shelf labeling, and in fact, Smart Choices was developed to respond to earlier governmental calls for industry to develop a more uniform, voluntary front-of-package labeling system.\(^{167}\) The Smart Choices Program indicated that it "stands ready to work with and support the FDA, USDA and the Institute of Medicine in this effort."\(^{168}\) In addition, Smart Choices stated that it would continue to work with others who have an interest in front-of-package labeling, and would cooperate with any investigations or requests for information from interested parties.\(^{169}\)

Within days after Smart Choices' announcement that it was postponing active operations, a number of its prominent participating food manufacturers, including Kraft, Kellogg's, General Mills, PepsiCo, and Unilever, announced that they would be phasing out their use of the Smart Choices label.\(^{170}\) The companies planned to exhaust their current inventory of product bearing Smart Choices labels, but discontinue putting the label on new product.\(^{171}\)

While the Smart Choices Program technically remains in existence and its website is still online, its funding stream appears to have dried up and its operations are on indefinite hold. It thus seems that Smart Choices has indeed folded in the wake of scalding media criticism and the FDA's announcement that the agency will be regulating the criteria that food manufacturers and retailers must follow if they use point-of-purchase labeling. The program's demise has cast serious doubts on the participating food companies' efforts, as well as the future of industry self-regulation of food labeling and marketing in general.\(^{172}\) As one commentator has noted:

> The failure of Smart Choices removes a valuable marketing tool – an imprimatur of healthy eating – for the participating companies. But the uproar over the program has conveyed a definitive message to industry: Don't try to disguise a nutritional sin with a stamp of approval.\(^{173}\)

Some critics of the Smart Choices Program have noted that the companies who were involved in its development hoped that they could stave off federal regulation by developing an acceptable self-regulatory system on their own. Ironically, as Michael Jacobson has noted, "their device for preempting government involvement actually seems to have stimulated government involvement."\(^{174}\)
Nutrition Rating Systems: A Bad Idea, or Just Too Much of a Good Thing?

A Critique of Nutrition Rating Systems

The debate over the wisdom of the Smart Choices approach illustrates the basic positions of those in favor of, and those skeptical of, nutrition rating systems. On the plus side, nutrition rating systems promise to simplify consumers’ food purchasing decisions and help them make more informed, healthier dietary choices. Simple, graphic logos and numeric ratings are arguably easier to interpret than the Nutrition Facts panel and they enable consumers to compare similar products and make decisions quickly. Because dietary calculations have already been made in labeling and scoring decisions, consumers no longer have to hurriedly “crunch the numbers” while grocery shopping. This may be beneficial because research suggests that consumers have difficulty using label information if the task requires math. Icon-based food ratings make it easy for consumers to gauge, at a glance, which products within a given food category are healthier choices, which is useful because most grocery shoppers do not have the time to scrutinize nutrition labels. Early consumer perception research indicates that consumers like the idea of front-of-package labeling as a shopping aid, and most consumers surveyed state that they better understand the simplified information provided by such labels.

On the down side, however, many unanswered questions remain about the efficacy and objectivity of front-of-package labeling and nutrition scoring systems. First, most of the existing nutrition rating systems use their own proprietary methodology and have differing nutritional criteria. As described previously, the variance in underlying standards can result in divergent results, with the same product being rated a “healthy choice” by one system and not by another. The inconsistency in identifying healthier products across the different rating approaches is problematic and is likely to cause consumer confusion. How is a consumer supposed to reconcile competing claims if, for instance, a given food product qualifies for a Smart Choices label but also receives a modest NuVal score or fails to garner any Guiding Stars?

Second, the front-of-package food labeling and grocery scoring systems on the market are under-inclusive at best, and strategically selective at worse. Only a fraction of the items sold in participating stores are rated under existing grocery rating systems. Supervalu estimates that only about 10% of the items in its stores will eventually carry a nutrition iq tag. Similarly, a limitation of Guiding Stars is that only about a quarter of products sold in Hannaford stores warrant any stars. Under the program, roughly 27,000 products were evaluated, and only about 25% of products qualified for even one star. Is the consumer to assume that products without shelf ratings were simply not scored, or that they failed to meet the program’s criteria? The same limitations apply to front-of-package labeling systems like Smart Choices. Participating companies have some control over which products are evaluated and labeled, and they tend to score only the “better for you” choices. For example, Con Agra Foods pledged to feature the Smart Choices logo on qualifying products, such as Healthy Choice entrees and Egg Beaters. These brands are already marketed as the healthier products in Con Agra’s portfolio, so is little meaningful information imparted by telling...
consumers that they are “smart choices?” Further, a benchmark system like Smart Choices that focuses on “better for you” nutrition attributes may not flag products that contain potentially problematic levels of “worse for you” elements, like added sodium and sugar. Recent history has shown that if a food product bears a front-of-package label or a grocery shelf tag, it might be a heavily processed or fortified product. When strict nutritional standards are applied, most packaged foods do not make the cut.179

On the other hand, one could argue that nutrition rating systems are not selective or exclusive enough, in the sense that entire categories of packaged foods ought not to be labeled or scored at all. Rating snack foods may arguably lead consumers into thinking that they are the most nutritious choices, when it would be better to encourage consumers to snack on fresh fruits and vegetables instead and eat more whole foods to improve their diets. According to Smart Choices, the logo is designed to “help[s] shoppers make smarter food and beverage choices within product categories in every supermarket aisle.”180 In other words, “better for you” labeling is designed to help consumers identify smarter choices within all food product categories, including snack foods and sugary cereals, rather than advising consumers to steer clear of certain categories of foods that are more likely to get them into nutritional trouble.

One argument in favor of flagging healthier snack foods is that such products are ubiquitous in today’s processed food-dominated marketplace, and consumers ought to be given easily accessible nutrition information about snack foods so they can more readily discern how to “spend” their discretionary calories. In 2005, the Dietary Guidelines for Americans introduced the concept of discretionary calories to assist people in meeting all of their nutrient requirements while avoiding excess total energy intake.181 According to the Dietary Guidelines for Americans Advisory Committee, discretionary calories are “the balance of calories remaining in a person’s ‘energy allowance’ after consuming sufficient nutrient-dense forms of foods to meet all nutrient needs for a day.”182 A person’s discretionary energy allowance can be determined by estimating the calories needed to meet one’s nutrient requirements, and then subtracting this sum from the estimated energy intake required to maintain one’s weight; the remainder is one’s discretionary calorie allowance that can be “spent” on foods of one’s choice, while still getting adequate nutrients and maintaining a healthy weight. Education about discretionary calories is a key factor in helping consumers decide whether and how snack foods can fit into a healthy diet. In today’s food landscape, it is difficult for most sedentary individuals to consume a nutritionally adequate diet, avoid excessive calorie intake from snack foods and sugar-sweetened beverages, and maintain a healthy weight. National survey data indicate that excessive intake of added sugars is contributing to overconsumption of discretionary calories by Americans, and our waistlines are expanding as a result.183 The American Heart Association recommends that discretionary calorie intake from added sugars not exceed 100 calories per day for most women and 150 calories per day for most men.184 It is easy to exceed these discretionary calorie limits with the abundance of calorie-dense snack foods and sugar-sweetened beverages available in grocery stores and other retail outlets. Therefore, one might argue that flagging “better for you” snack foods and reduced-calorie soft drinks will help consumers to select healthier choices in these food categories, and such labeling may thereby reduce individual and population levels of overweight and obesity.
But the counterpoint to this position is that promoting “better for you” snack foods only benefits food manufacturers, not consumers, because it merely tricks consumers into thinking they can eat more “healthy” processed snack foods, rather than steering them towards the produce department and encouraging them to snack on fresh fruits and vegetables instead. One might argue that promoting “healthy” snack foods sends the wrong message because it implicitly endorses the continued consumption of foods that can get people into dietary trouble in the first place. When snack products like Baked Lays potato chips receive “better for you” symbols, their sales tend to increase. While baked chips may technically be better for you than fried chips, most nutritionists would probably agree that the best choice is to avoid chips all together. According to Marion Nestle, buying “healthier” potato chips “will delude you into thinking that you’re doing something for your health when the best thing is to not eat them at all.”

Including reduced-calorie or reduced-fat products in the “better for you” category may be misleading; although such items may be relatively healthier than their more calorie-dense, full-fat counterparts, they may not be particularly healthy from an absolute perspective. Perhaps “better for you” labels and rankings are just another way to market junk food, as Marion Nestle has argued. As she queries: “is a ‘better-for-you’ junk food really a good choice?”

Third, while most critics tend to agree that the nutrition standards of industry-developed food rating systems are too permissive, some nutritionists and trade groups caution that their selective focus on certain “negative” nutrients can be overly simplistic. Most of the nutrition rating systems dock foods for containing “problematic” nutrients beyond certain threshold levels (e.g., a food containing saturated fat or sodium beyond a certain threshold will receive a lower NuVal score, or not qualify for a Smart Choices label or a Guiding Stars tag). However, an overriding emphasis on certain negative food attributes can arguably lead to curious and potentially misleading results, or at least elevate heavily processed products over natural foods. Consider that under Guiding Stars, whole milk receives no stars, due to its high saturated fat content. A fortified diet soda, however, receives one star. Whole milk is clearly a worse dietary choice than skim milk. But whole milk is arguably more nutrient dense than diet soda, containing eight grams of protein and 28% of the Daily Value for calcium per serving, and may be a permissible dietary choice for a healthy individual, if it is consumed in moderation. That conclusion might not be apparent to a consumer basing his/her shopping choices on Guiding Stars ratings. Thus, some experts assert that nutrition rating systems’ narrow focus on certain negative nutrients leads to binary classifications that draft all products into two categories – good and bad – and therefore these systems are unlikely to help consumers construct overall balanced diets in the real world, where food choices and nutrition tradeoffs are more complex.

According to some nutrition experts, the problem with selectively emphasizing negative nutritional attributes and making them disqualifying, rather than balancing negative and positive nutritional elements, may be addressed by focusing on nutrient density. A nutrient density approach weighs the beneficial nutrients a food contains in relation to the calories it provides. It emphasizes enjoying nutrient-rich foods first within each food group identified in the USDA’s MyPyramid, and selecting less nutrient-rich options as caloric recommendations allow. The Nutrient Rich Foods Coalition (NRFC), an organization consisting
of nutrition researchers, communications experts, and agricultural commodity
groups representing all the major food groups, advocates a nutrient density
approach for its scoring system, the Nutrient Rich Foods Index (NRFI). The
goal of the NRFC is to create a simple coding system to steer consumers towards
the foods that pack the greatest nutritional punch for the number of calories
they contain. The NFRC asserts that a nutrient density approach is preferable
because it gives equal weight to positive nutritional attributes of foods, takes a
broader look at dietary patterns, and places scores for single food items within
the context of overall dietary intake. To date, the NRFI is one of the few
nutrition profiling systems that has been peer-reviewed and has published its
underlying criteria and methodology in an academic journal.

Fourth, critics frequently cite the lack of transparency in most nutrition rating
systems. Most of the private sector front-of-package labeling and grocery scoring
systems are based on proprietary formulas involving complex algorithms, and
the methodologies behind particular scoring approaches are not readily apparent
nor publicly accessible. Due to this lack of transparency, most nutrition rating
systems are difficult to evaluate. Some nutritionists have argued that food
rating systems must be peer-reviewed and their methodologies must be made
transparent and readily understandable to consumers. As Eileen Kennedy,
Dean of the Tufts University Friedman School of Nutrition Science and Policy
and member of the Smart Choices Board of Directors, explained in a 2007
statement:

> [M]any of the nutritional rating systems developed by the private sector
> have been difficult to evaluate since the processes and exact specifications
> for particular approaches are not transparent. Unless algorithms for
> nutritional profiling are available in the peer-reviewed, scientific
> literature, it will be impossible to critically evaluate the utility of one
> approach compared to another. Opinions or best guesses about what
> works most effectively are a poor metric for judging rigor.

Although its nutritional criteria came under fire for being too lenient, one
defense of Smart Choices is that at least the program’s criteria could be
scrutinized, as they were published on the program’s website even before Smart
Choices-labeled products began appearing in stores.

Fifth, as discussed previously in reference to Smart Choices, critics of industry-
developed nutrition rating systems point to conflicts of interest, noting that they
are developed, administered, and funded by food manufacturers and retailers.
Food manufacturers and food retailers are ultimately interested in getting
consumers to purchase more products, not less. One might argue that the
food industry is primarily motivated by increasing profits, and not necessarily
concerned with encouraging healthier dietary choices and promoting better
health. In this view, food industry involvement in the design and ongoing
implementation of nutrition rating systems always poses a fatal and inherent
conflict, because the industry will always self-regulate in a way that benefits its
own self-interest.

As commentators opine about whether Smart Choices was doomed from the
start due to fatal conflicts of interest, the nutrition community might question
whether current research efforts might suffer from similar flaws, and whether
steps should be taken to ensure the objectivity of future nutrition labeling research. The International Life Sciences Institute (ILSI) North American Conflict of Interest/Scientific Integrity Guiding Principles Working Group acknowledges that the food industry must disclose and manage financial conflicts of interest. The ILSI Working Group has developed guidelines to manage potential biases resulting from conflicts of interest between researchers and companies funding their work, which may be useful to safeguard future research on nutrition rating systems from undue influence by funders.

Multiple Nutrition Rating Systems: Causing Consumer Confusion?

Critics seem to consistently say that the main problem with nutrition rating systems is the risk that their varying approaches are causing information overload. Are American consumers stymied by having too much nutritional information? Food packages are already crowded with a Nutrition Facts panel and an ingredients list, and sometimes also bear an endorsement from a health organization, like the American Heart Association’s Heart Check symbol. Consumers frequently encounter questionable health-related claims on the front labels of food packages, such as manufacturers’ claims that eating certain cereals may lower your cholesterol or boost your child’s immune system. The new front-of-package labels and grocery shelf ratings are arguably only adding to these existing, sometimes contradictory, sources of information. Front-of-package labels and grocery ratings promise to help shoppers make better decisions in a hurry, but some critics say that these new tools are just confusing consumers more and making it even harder to select better food choices. Indeed, a recent survey conducted by Ipsos, a survey-based marketing research firm, found that 54% of Americans say they are overwhelmed by the information and advice they receive about what foods to eat. This confusion may be one of the reasons why food label use is reportedly on the decline in the United States.

The central problem with front-of-package labeling and grocery shelf rating systems seems to have been their rapid proliferation in the absence of any firm guiding standards. In just a few short years, roughly a dozen different labeling and scoring approaches have emerged in U.S. food markets, all of which are based on differing underlying nutritional criteria. This situation has led the Institute of Medicine to express caution about the likelihood of consumer confusion over various food rating approaches, particularly among young consumers, and to recommend that the Food and Drug Administration issue guidance on the future development and implementation of front-of-package food labeling and grocery shelf/signage scoring systems. As the IOM’s 2006 report on food marketing to children explained:

While representing an important step to draw attention to more nutritious products, the array of categories, icons, and other graphics, as well as the different standards employed by these companies may introduce some confusion, especially for young consumers, thereby raising the need for developing and regulating standard and consistent approaches. The FDA has not yet fully explored its potential role for providing leadership and expertise to food companies in order to develop and enforce an industrywide rating system and graphic representation on food labels that is appealing to children and youth to convey the nutritional quality of foods and beverages.
The inconsistency created by varied nutrition rating systems has also led some public interest groups to call on the FDA to promulgate standards to ensure more uniformity across voluntary rating approaches, or to mandate the use of one universal nutrition rating system. For instance, as explained later in this paper, the Center for Science in the Public Interest (CSPI) has asserted that the only durable solution is for the federal government to step in and require one nutrition rating system as a national standard.

If conflicting nutrition rating systems have proliferated too rapidly and consumers are becoming increasingly bewildered, what efforts have been made by the Food and Drug Administration to address the problem? According to some agency critics, the FDA has, until recently, paid insufficient attention and devoted inadequate resources to the problem of inconsistent front-of-package labeling and grocery shelf rating approaches. While such a criticism may have been warranted in the past, recent agency activity suggests that the FDA is now paying close attention to point-of-purchase nutrition rating systems and is carefully weighing its options for improving the nation’s nutrition labeling scheme. The FDA may look to European countries’ experiences with front-of-package labeling as it considers how to regulate point-of-purchase food labeling in the United States.
Nutrition Rating Systems Abroad: Lessons Learned from Foreign Examples

It is fair to say that European countries have outpaced the United States in developing and testing consumer responsiveness to front-of-package labeling schemes. Although the European Union does not mandate nutrition labeling for all packaged foods like the United States, it does require labeling on products that bear nutrition or health claims. In addition, several European countries, including the United Kingdom, Sweden, and the Netherlands, have implemented voluntary front-of-package labeling systems. European front-of-package labeling systems, while purely voluntary, have received considerable support from government regulatory bodies, such as the United Kingdom’s Food Standards Agency. Further, the European Commission has gone a step further and is presently considering a proposed regulation to make front-of-package labeling mandatory in all European Union (EU) member countries. Lastly, several European studies have been conducted to assess consumer responsiveness to different front-of-package labeling formats and whether point-of-purchase labeling holds the potential to improve diets. While considerable research is still needed to assess the efficacy of front-of-package labeling systems and their potential to improve dietary choices, conclusions drawn from European research studies may be useful to the FDA as it considers how to best approach point-of-purchase food labeling in the United States.

The United Kingdom

Two major variations of front-of-package labeling have been considered for use in the United Kingdom: (1) the Traffic Light (TL) system, developed by the UK’s Food Standards Agency; and (2) the Guideline Daily Amount (GDA) system, supported by a coalition of the UK’s largest food and beverage manufacturers, as well as major retailers such as Tesco, Somerfield, and Morrison. (Other large retailers, such as Marks & Spencer and Sainsbury’s, have adopted the TL system.) At present, both systems are used because front-of-package labeling is voluntary in the UK and the government does not mandate a uniform approach. Significant debate has emerged among nutrition experts and food manufacturers and retailers over which system should be utilized in the United Kingdom. The Food Standards Agency and the UK’s National Heart Forum, an alliance of fifty cardiovascular health organizations, have promoted the TL system, while food manufacturers have generally endorsed the GDA system. The debate over which system to use has prompted the UK government to consider making the Traffic Light system mandatory, although no legislation has been introduced.

After a roughly two-year period of consultation and research, the UK Food Standards Agency (FSA) introduced the voluntary Traffic Light signpost system in March of 2006. The TL system focuses on nutrients deemed to be of greatest public health significance – total fat, saturated fat, sugar, and sodium – and color codes the amount of these nutrients in a food product as red (high), yellow (medium), or green (low). The system is based on benchmarks established by European Union Regulation No. 1904/2006, which governs nutrition and health claims, and recommendations of the UK’s own Committee on Medical Aspects of Food and Nutrition Policy (COMA) and
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Scientific Advisory Committee on Nutrition (SACN). TL labels indicate the level of certain “problematic” nutrients in a food product with the colors red, yellow or green, in order to steer consumers away from “risky” (red) foods and towards healthier (green) foods. Other nutrition information (e.g., calcium or fiber) may be displayed on the front of packages, but must be separate from the traffic light signpost and comply with other applicable regulations. Research has suggested that the colors red, yellow and green have inherent significance to consumers, and thus TL labels will be processed automatically as consumers scan supermarket shelves, thereby impacting consumer purchasing behavior without conscious consideration.

The Guideline Daily Amount (GDA) system was developed by the Confederation of Food and Drink Industries of the European Union (CIAA), a food industry trade organization, in consultation with nutrition experts. According to CIAA, the GDA system's nutrition guidelines are based on recommendations from the Eurodiet project, a panel of scientific and policy experts established by the European Commission. The GDA system displays the percentage of daily requirements of energy (calories), total fat, saturated fat, sugar, and sodium that a serving of a food product provides. Information on fiber, vitamins, and minerals may also be provided. Most European food manufacturers and their representative organizations have supported the GDA system over TL schemes, perhaps in anticipation of the European Commission position on this issue, which has endorsed the GDA system and proposed making its use mandatory in all EU countries.

To date, UK studies have shown that consumers prefer the TL system over the GDA system. Early consumer research suggests that TL labeling allows consumers to more easily and accurately select healthier food products, and to make product comparisons quickly at the point-of-purchase, whereas some consumers do not understand the percentages employed by the GDA system. A more recent Australian study, which compared consumers’ ability to select healthier food products using variants of both the TL system and the GDA system, found that consumers are five times more likely to identify healthy food when they see color-coded traffic light labels than when labels present the information numerically by showing what percentage of the recommended daily nutrient intake each portion provides, as the GDA system does. Further, FSA officials and supportive food retailers report that UK sales data suggests that the TL system is influencing consumers’ purchases towards healthier products. FSA officials also state that food manufacturers are reformulating less-healthy products so that they may move from the red into the yellow or green light categories. Research suggesting the efficacy of the TL system in helping consumers make healthier food selections has led some observers in the United States to suggest that the FDA should consider employing the TL model in promulgating federal standards to guide front-of-package labeling in American markets.

Although early consumer research suggests that consumers prefer and better understand TL labeling, the system is not without its detractors. Some nutrition professionals reportedly find the information imparted by TL labeling to be oversimplistic and under-inclusive. One notable criticism is that TL labeling only indicates the “bad” nutritional components of a food product, rather than also
highlighting the presence of “good” components. Further, the TL system could negatively impact the sales of certain “fat” products, such as olive oil, which may be high in fat but beneficial as part of an overall balanced diet.

The FSA is currently reviewing its recommendations on front-of-package nutrition labeling, in light of the findings of an independent evaluation it commissioned to study the different front-of-package labeling schemes in use in the UK. This evaluation was conducted by a small independent panel known as the Project Management Panel (PMP). In May 2009, the PMP published its final report in the signpost evaluation project, the aim of which was to “evaluate the impact of the various front-of-package nutritional signposting schemes on consumer understanding and behavior.” The main conclusions of the PMP’s evaluation are: (1) a single front-of-package scheme would be most helpful for UK consumers, as the presence of multiple labeling systems in the marketplace can cause consumer confusion; (2) the strongest front-of-package label is one which combines elements of both the TL system and the GDA system; (3) consumers who use front-of-package labels value them and use them to compare products; and (4) there is generally a high level of awareness and understanding of front-of-package labels in the UK, which suggests that promoting a single front-of-package labeling scheme could result in increased use of front-of-package labels in making food purchasing decisions. It remains to be seen whether the UK government will use these findings to develop a single, mandatory approach to front-of-package labeling in the United Kingdom.

The Netherlands

The Netherlands launched its voluntary front-of-package “Healthy Choice” label in 2006. The Choices system was developed by food industry representatives (notably, Unilever) and endorsed by the national Ministry of Health. The system is applicable to all foods with a few exceptions (alcoholic beverages, supplements, products for use under medical supervision, and infant food and formula). Generally, products may earn a Healthy Choice label if they have limited amounts of saturated fat, trans fat, sugar, and sodium, based on World Health Organization standards. Distinct nutritional criteria were established for different food categories, since the criteria cannot be uniformly applied to all foods. For example, fiber is included in the qualifying criteria for bread products, but not meat products.

An independent foundation, the Choices International Foundation, was developed to introduce the Healthy Choice label to other countries. The system’s nutritional criteria will be revaluated every two years by an independent scientific committee. Studies conducted on the Healthy Choice system have shown that the label assists consumers in making healthier choices and encourages them to replace less healthy foods with healthier products. However, there are relatively few consumer research studies assessing the efficacy of the Dutch labeling system, as compared with the number of studies analyzing the systems used in the United Kingdom.
**Sweden**

In 1989, the National Food Administration of Sweden introduced the voluntary “keyhole” front-of-package food labeling system to help consumers identify healthier products within particular food categories.²⁵⁵ For a food product to earn the keyhole symbol, it must be lower in fats (including saturated fat and trans fat), sugar, and sodium, and/or higher in fiber, than other foods within the same category.²⁵⁶ According to Swedish agency officials, the keyhole system has resulted in the development of healthier products and the reformulation of existing products.²⁵⁷ One Swedish retailer, ICA, reported that in 2003 and 2004 sales of keyhole-labeled products rose by over 15%.²⁵⁸ However, there do not appear to have been many studies directed at assessing the efficacy of the keyhole system.

The Swedish keyhole system has also been adopted in Denmark and Norway.²⁵⁹ While useful, one criticism of the keyhole system is that it only identifies healthier choices within particular food categories, as opposed to being applicable to all foods. It also does not identify food products that are less healthy, like the Traffic Light system does with its red light labels.

**The European Union**

In 2008, the European Commission proposed legislation that would mandate the use of a unified front-of-package labeling system in EU member countries in order to provide more consistency in labeling formats for European consumers.²⁶⁰ The proposed regulation would require packaged foods to display information on calories, fat, saturated fat, carbohydrates, sugars, and salt on their front-of-package labels.²⁶¹ The required nutrition information must be prominently displayed, and front-of-package labels must also indicate what percentage of the recommended daily intake the measures represent,²⁶² in line with the GDA system. As long as all of the requisite elements are prominently displayed on the front-of-package label, food producers are free to decide how they wish to display the information.²⁶³ Further, EU member states would still be able to promote and use complementary national front-of-package labeling systems, such as the UK’s Traffic Light system, as long as they do not conflict with the requirements of the EC regulation.²⁶⁴ Both the European Heart Network, an alliance of thirty cardiovascular health organizations in twenty six EU countries, and BEUC, the European Consumers’ Organization, endorse the regulation and support mandatory front-of-package labeling in European countries.²⁶⁵ But the proposed regulation is controversial because it will impose additional labeling requirements, and thus costs, on food manufacturers doing business in Europe.²⁶⁶ The European Commission is currently scrutinizing and debating the proposed regulation pursuant to a process known as “co-decision,” which has no definitive end date.²⁶⁷ The proposal will require the approval of EU member nations and the European Parliament.²⁶⁸ A mandatory EU front-of-package labeling system, if adopted, is likely to impact the future of front-of-package labeling in the United States. Many multi-national food corporations sell their products in both Europe and the U.S., and thus they will likely seek uniformity in their labeling requirements.
Overview of FDA’s Regulatory Authority Over Food Labeling

The Food and Drug Administration has primary, although not exclusive, jurisdiction over food labeling in the United States. The FDA’s authority to regulate food labeling derives from three statutory sources: the federal Food Drug and Cosmetic Act, as amended by the Nutrition Labeling and Education Act; the Fair Packaging and Labeling Act; and the Public Health Service Act. Further, to the extent that nutrition labeling requirements may compel or suppress speech, the agency’s exercise of its labeling authority must also be consistent with the First Amendment. Pursuant to its statutory authority over food labeling, the FDA has promulgated detailed regulations which mandate that certain information be placed on packaged food labels in a standardized format, including nutrient, ingredient, and other content information that consumers can use to make informed dietary choices and avoid allergens. In addition to prescribing the format of the Nutrition Facts panel, FDA regulations define when and how food manufacturers may voluntarily make either nutrient content or health claims, both of which may appear on the front labels of packaged foods and be interwoven into nutrition symbols and ratings. While the Nutrition Labeling and Education Act was passed, in part, to prevent deceptive and misleading claims on food labels, its legislative history indicates that Congress intended to permit some nutrient content and health claims as a vehicle for educating consumers and assisting them in making healthier dietary choices. FDA regulations, in turn, are designed to establish consistency in the expression of nutrient content claims (for example, by defining “low fat”) and to protect consumers from unfounded health claims.

FDA regulations guiding when and how nutrient content and health claims may be made by food manufacturers are complex, and a full discussion of this regulatory scheme is beyond the scope of this paper. Briefly speaking, a nutrient content claim characterizes the level of a particular nutrient in a given food item (e.g., “low sodium”), while a health claim describes the health-related effects of consuming a food item (e.g., “heart healthy”) or characterizes the relationship of a certain nutrient to a disease or health condition (e.g., “consuming calcium reduces the risk of osteoporosis”). Nutrient content claims may be express or implied. Express nutrient content claims generally state that a food contains a high or low level of, or is a good source of, a particular nutrient, while implied nutrient content claims generally suggest that a nutrient is present or absent (e.g., “contains no oil” could imply that a product is fat-free). FDA regulations governing nutrient content claims are designed to ensure some degree of consistency for consumers in how such claims are expressed. The purpose of the agency’s regulations governing health claims is to allow foods to bear certain science-based assertions about the benefits of their consumption. The logos, icons, and numeric scores used by front-of-package labeling and grocery shelf rating systems typically aim to provide a snapshot of the information on the Nutrition Facts panel – that is, a brief synopsis of a food product’s nutritional quality – and thus may be viewed as express or implied nutrient content claims.
But front-of-package labels and grocery shelf ratings may also contain health claims. As such, front-of-package labeling and grocery rating systems are subject to federal regulations regarding both how nutrient content and health claims may be expressed.

The FDA is entrusted with ensuring that all domestic and imported foods sold in the U.S. are labeled accurately and in accordance with federal law. The FDA’s food labeling authority stems primarily, although not exclusively, from the federal Food Drug and Cosmetic Act (FDCA), as amended by the Nutrition Labeling and Education Act (NLEA). Section 403(a) of the FDCA, as amended, prohibits the “misbranding” of food, which includes, among other things, labeling that is false or misleading or fails to list the amounts of certain nutrients.

When consumer groups or individuals believe that food labeling information is false or misleading, or that changes to federal food labeling requirements are advisable in the interests of public health, they may petition the FDA to issue regulations or provide other guidance to the food industry to ameliorate the problem. While evidence of false or misleading food labeling may come to the FDA’s attention through consumer reports, the agency is responsible for independently monitoring industry compliance with federal food labeling requirements as part of its oversight mission. The agency’s Center for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition (CFSAN) is responsible for overseeing all food labeling within the FDA’s jurisdiction. Within CFSAN, the Office of Nutrition, Labeling and Dietary Supplements promulgates regulations and publishes less formal guidance on federal food labeling requirements. It also provides policy interpretations of federal statutes and regulations pertaining to food labeling.

To monitor and enforce federal food labeling requirements, the FDA’s Office of Regulatory Affairs (ORA) conducts inspections of both domestic and imported foods and initiates enforcement activities. FDA directs its inspectors to focus primarily on food safety, but also to review the labels of at least three food products of any manufacturer or processor during every food safety inspection. Given the immensity of the task of inspecting the nation’s food supply, the agency contracts with states to conduct food safety inspections. To test the accuracy of labeling information, investigators may send food samples to FDA laboratories for analysis. The agency also follows up on complaints from groups or individuals who believe that they have identified misbranded food.

When mislabeled food is identified, the FDA has a number of administrative tools for responding to food labeling violations, including voluntary recall, issuance and publication of formal and informal warning letters, seizure, and injunction. First, the FDA may request a voluntary recall and ask companies to withdraw any mislabeled food that has already entered the distribution chain. Second, the FDA may send a letter to a food manufacturer, which serves as a notice that the agency may take enforcement action if corrections are not made. The agency has a choice in issuing such a regulatory letter; it may either issue a formal warning letter, which suggests a violation so serious that it constitutes a threat to public health and requires immediate remedial action, or it may send an untitled letter (known as a “Dear Manufacturer” letter), which is an informal communication that suggests a less severe violation.
process, the FDA may demand a meeting with a food manufacturer to resolve a labeling violation, or may otherwise work with a company to obtain voluntary compliance with FDA regulations. If violations are not corrected, the FDA may seize and remove mislabeled food from the marketplace (a seizure), or take action to enjoin a company from continuing a practice that violates federal food labeling statutes or FDA regulations (an injunction). Seizures are much less common than warning letters, and injunctions are a fairly extraordinary remedy.

To say that the FDA has an immense responsibility for ensuring the safety of the nation’s food supply, of which oversight of food labeling is only one element, is an understatement. Several public interest groups and lawmakers have expressed concern about the agency’s ability to fulfill its food safety mission, alongside its equally substantial responsibilities for guaranteeing the safety of over-the-counter and prescription drugs, medical devices, cosmetics, and dietary supplements. Moreover, federal funding and staffing of FDA and USDA have not kept pace with the volume of foods entering the U.S. marketplace. According to the Government Accountability Office (GAO), the FDA has limited assurance that domestic and imported foods are complying with federal food labeling requirements because while the number of food firms has steadily increased over the past decade, the number of inspections, warning letters, and enforcement actions to address violations have remained constant or declined.

As the FDA has become increasingly overburdened and underfunded, calls have increased for the agency to improve the nation’s food labeling system. Key public health and consumer protection organizations have identified a number of measures they believe will mitigate misleading food labeling, help consumers make better food purchasing decisions, and improve dietary outcomes. High on this list of priorities is the recommendation that the FDA develop a uniform system of symbols for front-of-package labeling claims, to indicate the nutritional quality of packaged foods. As explained more fully below, the FDA recently announced its intent to more closely monitor front-of-package labeling and grocery shelf rating systems, develop regulatory standards to guide the food industry’s use of point-of-purchase labeling, and, if necessary, mandate the use of a uniform front-of-package labeling system. It now appears that regulatory standards for point-of-purchase labeling in the United States will be issued within the next year or two.

**Past FDA Activity Surrounding Front-of-Package Labeling and Nutrition Rating Systems**

Over the past several years, the FDA has been moving toward requiring some consistency, if not uniformity, in front-of-package labeling and nutrition scoring approaches. The agency held public hearings to address front-of-package food labeling in 2007, which illuminated the variety of different nutrition rating systems on the market and the lack of a research base to support any one given approach. Identification of these research gaps led the agency to conduct focus groups and begin to design studies to examine front-of-package labeling and nutrition rating approaches. Generally, however, the agency’s myriad other responsibilities and lack of resources seemed to hinder its ability to focus on the private sector’s food labeling and scoring systems. This appears to be changing...
under the current administration. By late 2009, the FDA had demonstrated its intent to actively monitor and, if necessary, take corrective action against the nutrition rating claims made by food manufacturers and retailers.

The Center for Science in the Public Interest (CSPI) has been very active in pushing for FDA activity on front-of-package labeling and nutrition rating systems. In November 2006, CSPI petitioned the FDA to develop a standardized system of symbols for front-of-package nutrition claims. CSPI's petition recognized the potential of food rating systems to help consumers make better dietary choices, but argued that the rapid proliferation of different rating schemes without any guiding standards was creating a climate ripe for consumer confusion and deception. CSPI asserted that agency rulemaking was necessary to develop a national set of symbols and move towards standardization of front-of-package labeling approaches. Several notable nutrition experts and physicians joined CSPI's petition, and the organization's request was also endorsed by Senator Tom Harkin (D-IA), who went on record as saying that he would pursue legislative action to address the problem if the FDA did not act. Indeed, within a matter of months, Senator Harkin authored legislation that would have required the agency to solicit comments on whether consumers would be better served by the establishment of a uniform front-of-package labeling system regulated by the FDA, or, alternatively, by allowing food companies, retailers, and other entities to continue to develop their own systems, but subject to certain standards. The bill would have also required the agency to either promulgate regulations establishing a single, standardized front-label system, or to set the conditions under which food manufacturers and retailers could continue to develop their own rating systems.

Shortly thereafter, the FDA issued a notice of public hearing and held two days of hearings in September 2007 to solicit comments on front-of-package symbols and other nutrition rating systems. These hearings afforded industry, consumers, health organizations, and other interested parties the opportunity to provide comments and present research findings on the use of symbols to communicate nutrition information. The FDA's public hearing notice outlined three main issue areas and posed specific questions pertaining to each one of the following issues: (1) the types of foods that bear nutrition symbols and ratings, and the underlying nutritional criteria for these systems; (2) research and data on consumer understanding and use of nutrition symbols and ratings; and (3) the economic impacts of nutrition symbols and ratings. At the hearings, the agency heard from a variety of food manufacturers, food retailers, trade organizations, health experts and organizations, and international representatives.

In April 2009, the agency published a summary of the testimony received at the September 2007 public hearings, as well as the written comments submitted to the docket. In its summary, the FDA stated that the nutrition rating systems presently in use in U.S. markets are “diverse in their messages, presentation, and nutritional basis,” and because of the variance in their nutritional claims and underlying criteria, “the ability of consumers to use these symbols to make nutritional comparisons between products or to determine how a food fits into a diet is uncertain.” The agency’s summary also noted that “FDA received little information regarding consumer studies intended to assess consumers’ understanding of these various symbols” and “the public hearing produced little
usable research” on consumer perceptions of the presence of multiple symbols on different food products within the same food category, or competing nutrition messages on a single food product.318

As a result of the information gaps revealed at the September 2007 public hearings, the FDA developed a plan for evaluating issues relating to the use of nutrition symbols and ratings in food labeling. The agency’s current plans are two-fold. First, it intends to evaluate individual nutrition rating systems in relation to applicable federal regulations and statutes, including analyzing whether their claims are compliant with FDA regulations governing nutrient content and health claims.319 Second, it plans to conduct quantitative research into consumer use and understanding of front-of-package symbols and other nutrition rating systems.320 According to the agency, it is interested in understanding whether consumer use of nutrition symbols and ratings is restricted to comparing products within given food categories, or whether consumers might also use symbols and ratings to compare products across food categories.321

As the first step in its consumer research plan, in April 2008 the FDA commissioned a focus group study on existing and alternative symbolic nutrition rating systems.322 The focus group study examined consumers’ exposure to, understanding of, and use of existing food rating systems; consumer confusion caused by the variety of rating approaches; and the perceived merits and deficiencies of the various systems.323 Interestingly, some focus group participants felt that shelf tag ratings were not as trustworthy as the symbols placed directly on the product package.324 Several participants said they thought the variety of different symbols and ratings could be confusing, and they would prefer a standardized system.325 According to the FDA, the information obtained from the focus group study furthered the agency’s understanding of the role that nutrition symbols play in consumers’ dietary decisions and how they interact with other nutrition information on food packages.326 The agency plans to conduct additional quantitative consumer research based, in part, on the focus group study findings.

Next, in August 2009, the FDA published a notice in the Federal Register calling for an internet survey to assess barriers to consumers’ use of food labels.327 The survey was prompted by research showing a sharp decline in food label use between 1994 and 2002 among American consumers, particularly younger consumers (under age thirty five).328 Its purpose is to explore possible explanations for this decline in food label use, and to inform the agency’s efforts in improving consumer understanding and use of food labels.329 Front-of-package symbols and grocery shelf ratings are likely to be considered in the survey, as the FDA has taken note of research showing that consumers are less likely to check the Nutrition Facts panel when front-of-package labels and other nutrition ratings are present.330

FDA’s increased activity surrounding nutrition rating systems is also evidenced by a December 2008 “Dear Manufacturer” letter regarding front-of-package symbols, and more recently, an August 2009 warning letter to the manager of the Smart Choices Program. In December 2008, the FDA sent an advisory, non-binding “Dear Manufacturer” letter “to remind food manufacturers and distributors about current regulatory schemes and requirements with regard
to nutrition claims in light of the expanding use in the marketplace of front-of-package symbols on food products.” The letter advised that the agency was closely following the use of front-of-package symbols and their claims and “consider[ing] whether any regulatory changes are necessary to ensure that these claims are not false or misleading.” Specifically, the letter stated that “FDA feels it is imperative to remind its constituents that front-of-package symbols can at times constitute nutrient content claims that are subject to the requirements of [federal regulations].” It recommended that food manufacturers using front-of-package symbols take care to ensure that their claims are consistent with federal law. Finally, it cautioned that FDA “will notify manufacturers when we see any front-of-package symbols that are explicit or implied nutrient content claims that are not consistent with current requirements or where such front-of-package symbols are used in a manner that is false or misleading.”

FDA’s December 2008 “Dear Manufacturer” letter foreshadowed its more targeted August 19, 2009 letter to the Smart Choices Program. Jointly authored by the FDA and USDA, the letter noted that “competing front-of-package symbols on food labels have proliferated” in recent years, and “[c]onsumer research suggests that these competing symbols, which are based on different nutrient criteria, are likely to confuse consumers.” The letter warned the program that the agencies would be monitoring Smart Choices-labeled products as they appear on the market, and evaluating their effects on consumers’ food choices and perceptions. Notably, the letter stated:

FDA and FSIS would be concerned if any [front-of-package] labeling systems used criteria that were not stringent enough to protect consumers against misleading claims; were inconsistent with the Dietary Guidelines for Americans; or had the effect of encouraging consumers to choose highly processed foods and refined grains instead of fruits, vegetables, and whole grains.

From the outset of the program’s launch, FDA and USDA warned the Smart Choices Program that they would be watching closely to ensure that the claims made by its labels were not misleading and were not attempting to make processed foods appear as healthy as unprocessed, whole foods. Despite the agencies’ increased monitoring activity, few industry observers predicted the scope of the controversy that would erupt over Smart Choices in the late fall of 2009 and how it would accelerate the FDA’s plans for regulating front-of-package labeling.

Recent and Future FDA Activity Surrounding Point-of-Purchase Food Labeling

While some agency observers have criticized the FDA’s rather deliberate approach in responding to conflicting front-of-package labels and grocery rating systems, there now appears to be a concerted interagency effort to address the issue. In addition to funding consumer perception research and stepping up its monitoring of nutrition rating systems, the FDA is evaluating its potential role in developing and regulating a uniform front-of-package food guidance system to complement the Nutrition Facts panel. The events of the fall of 2009 illustrate that federal regulation of nutrition rating systems is not far on the horizon.
On September 21, 2009, Congresswoman Rosa DeLauro (D-CT) sent a letter to FDA Commissioner Margaret Hamburg urging the agency to conduct an official investigation into the Smart Choices Program.339 Representative DeLauro’s letter urged the FDA to investigate whether Smart Choices-labeled products are misbranded under the FDCA.340 The letter noted that the FDA was already monitoring the claims made by Smart Choices, but called on the agency to take more aggressive action, if necessary, to prevent Smart Choices from making false or misleading nutrition claims that may confuse consumers.341 It also encouraged the FDA and USDA to work with the Institute of Medicine to identify, through consumer behavior research, the most effective front-of-package labeling or other nutrition rating approach for helping consumers make healthier food choices.342 In response to Representative DeLauro’s letter, an FDA spokesperson provided the following statement: “We share the congresswoman’s concerns and will continue to look very hard at . . . Smart Choices as well as front-of-pack nutrition labeling programs overall.”343

Roughly one month later, on October 19, 2009, FDA Commissioner Margaret Hamburg responded directly to Representative DeLauro’s concerns about Smart Choices.344 In that letter, Commissioner Hamburg stated that the FDA has serious concerns about point-of-purchase labeling, including both front-of-package labeling and grocery shelf labeling, and is striving to develop a sound, consistent approach to nutrition-related labeling.345 The letter noted that the FDA believes that point-of-purchase labeling can be an effective vehicle for educating consumers about their food choices and helping them construct healthier diets.346 However, it also noted that the agency’s research has shown that with front-of-package labeling, consumers are less likely to consult the Nutrition Facts panel.347 “It is thus essential that both the criteria and symbols used in front-of-package and shelf-labeling systems be nutritionally sound, well-designed to help consumers make informed and healthy food choices, and not false or misleading.”348 Commissioner Hamburg stated that the FDA is currently analyzing front-of-package labels that appear to be misleading, as well as looking for symbols that make express or implied nutrient content claims that are not authorized by the agency’s regulatory criteria.349 Lastly, Commissioner Hamburg’s letter stated that the agency is developing a proposed regulation that would more clearly define the nutritional criteria that would have to be met by manufacturers making front-of-package or shelf label claims, with the goal of providing “standardized, science-based criteria on which [front-of-package] nutrition labeling must be based.”350

Next, on October 20, 2009, the FDA issued a “Guidance for Industry” letter advising food manufacturers that it will be investigating whether front-of-package logos and shelf ratings violate federal nutrition labeling laws.351 The letter stated that FDA has an interest in ensuring that the information on the Nutrition Facts panel matches the nutritional claims made on the front of the package, and will be analyzing front-of-package claims that appear misleading.352 As the agency’s letter explained:

It is important to note that nutrition-related FOP [front-of-package] and shelf labeling, while currently voluntary, is subject to the provisions of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act that prohibit false or misleading claims and restrict nutrient content claims to those defined
in FDA regulations. Therefore, FOP and shelf labeling that is used in a manner that is false or misleading misbrands the products it accompanies. Similarly, a food that bears FOP or shelf labeling with a nutrient content claim that does not comply with the regulatory criteria for the claim as defined in Title 21 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 101.13 and Subpart D of Part 101 is misbranded. We will consider enforcement actions against clear violations of these established labeling requirements.

The agency recommended that manufacturers and distributors of food products that include front-of-package labels take care to ensure that label claims are consistent with federal law and FDA regulations. The letter also stated that the agency is currently researching the various labeling systems and exploring the potential benefits of taking an approach similar to that used in the United Kingdom, where the government established criteria for front-of-package labeling and retailers took the initiative to voluntarily implement such labeling in their stores. The FDA's letter stated that if voluntary action by the food industry does not result in a common, sound approach to front-of-package and grocery shelf labeling, the agency will use its regulatory tools toward that end. Finally, the letter stated that the FDA will be working with its sister public health agencies and the USDA to pursue regulation of front-of-package labeling.

Although the FDA did not name specific products or provide a timeline for promulgation of regulations in its Guidance for Industry Letter, Commissioner Hamburg provided more details in a telephone press conference on the day of the letter's release. Commissioner Hamburg noted that “[t]here are products that have gotten the Smart Choices check mark that are almost 50% sugar,” while other products bear symbols indicating that they supply a high percentage of the recommended daily vegetable requirements and other nutrients, but neglect to mention that they also contain 80% of the recommended daily fat intake. According to Hamburg, “[t]here's a growing proliferation of forms and symbols, check marks, numerical ratings, stars, heart icons and the like. There's truly a cacophony of approaches, not unlike the tower of Babel.” Therefore, the FDA plans to develop a series of proposed standards that companies must follow when using point-of-purchase nutrition labels. Under the regulatory changes being discussed, using front-of-package nutrition labels would continue to be voluntary, but if manufacturers choose to do so, then they would have to comply with FDA regulations. According to one source, the proposed rules could be issued within a few months, with plans to release to release the final rules by the end of 2010.

Also on October 20, 2009, the FDA posted a backgrounder on point-of-purchase labeling on its website. This backgrounder states that the agency’s “research suggests FOP labels can give consumers an overrated view of a food’s healthfulness, and make it less likely that consumers will read the complete Nutrition Facts information on the back.” Regarding the FDA’s future plans to exercise its regulatory authority, it states:

FDA is developing a proposed regulation that would define the nutritional criteria that would have to be met by manufacturers making broad FOP or shelf label claims concerning the nutritional quality of a
food, whether the claim is made in text or in symbols. FDA’s intent is to provide standardized, science-based criteria on which FOP nutrition labeling must be based.364

Finally, the backgrounder notes that the nutrition community will have the opportunity to weigh in on issues related to point-of-purchase labeling through an Institute of Medicine study on front-of-package labeling, which the FDA, USDA, and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) are assisting the IOM in developing.365

There has been a push for an Institute of Medicine study on front-of-package food labeling for several years that has come to fruition. The IOM study is titled *Examination of Front-of-Package Nutrition Rating Systems and Symbols*, and is co-sponsored by the FDA and the CDC.366 On January 11, 2010, the IOM announced the members appointed to the study committee and outlined the committee’s plans for undertaking a comprehensive review of front-of-package nutrition rating systems.367 In Phase I of the study, the IOM intends to identify the various front-of-package systems being used in the United States and abroad; consider the purposes and merits of front-label nutrition icons; and consider the advantages and disadvantages of the various approaches, for both adults and children.368 Using information gained from this assessment, the IOM will plan Phase II of the study, which will “consider the potential benefits of a single, standardized front-of-package food guidance system regulated by the Food and Drug Administration,” as well as “develop conclusions about which system(s) are most effective in promoting health and how to maximize the use and effectiveness of the system(s).”369 The IOM committee’s Phase I report is expected in 2010.370

This two-phase IOM study may require considerable time for investigation, synthesis, and publication, which raises the question of whether the FDA intends to wait for the IOM committee’s recommendations before taking regulatory action on front-of-package labeling and other nutrition rating systems. If so, federal regulation of nutrition rating systems could still be a few years away, and, in the interim, consumers may continue to be faced with competing, potentially confusing nutrition claims. This possibility has prompted Marion Nestle to suggest that the FDA issue a moratorium on the use of front-of-package labels until the IOM committee has completed its work.371

As demonstrated by the preceding discussion, there now appears to be a concerted federal effort underway to tackle the problems posed by competing nutrition rating systems, and to improve the nation’s food labeling system in general. It will be interesting to watch the FDA and its sister public health agencies navigate these uncharted waters, and to strike a balance between encouraging industry innovation and product reformulation, while also requiring industry accountability.
Role of State Consumer Protection Laws in Addressing Misleading Food Labeling

While the FDA has primary responsibility for taking enforcement action when front-of-package labeling makes misleading or unauthorized nutrient content claims, state attorneys general may play an equally important role in addressing potentially misleading food labeling practices. Attorneys general are responsible for enforcing state consumer protection statutes, of which every state has some variety. While state consumer protection statutes vary, they generally bar marketing or advertising practices that are unfair and/or deceptive. According to one commentary, consumer protection statutes are becoming increasingly popular vehicles for bringing claims against companies marketing unhealthy food products to children. While consumer protection litigation against the food industry has not been very successful to date, in terms of judgments obtained, it may bring other benefits. For instance, the negative publicity that often accompanies litigation could influence food industry defendants to make voluntary changes in their food marketing practices.

A recent example from the Smart Choices controversy highlights the impact that attorney general investigations and threats of potential litigation may have on food marketing practices. On October 15, 2009, Connecticut Attorney General Richard Blumenthal announced that his office was launching an investigation of the Smart Choices Program. The investigation aimed to determine if Smart Choices violates state consumer protection laws barring false or misleading claims. In letters to the program’s participating manufacturers, Attorney General Blumenthal expressed concern that Smart Choices was “overly simplistic, inaccurate and ultimately misleading.” As he explained in a press release:

These so-called Smart Choices seem nutritionally suspect – and the label potentially misleading … Our investigation asks what objective scientific standards, research or factual evidence justify labeling such products as ‘smart.’ … What is so smart about mayonnaise, Froot Loops and Cocoa Puffs? … Busy moms and dads deserve truth in labeling – particularly when their children’s’ health is at stake. … At a time when healthcare efforts rightly focus on prevention of obesity and malnutrition, false and misleading labels may derail, destroy and delay such laudable national goals. Meaningful nutritional information is welcome, but not faux food facts.

The Connecticut Attorney General’s Office requested information from the Smart Choices Program, the organizations that administer the program (American Society for Nutrition and NSF International), and food manufacturers whose products bore the Smart Choices label. The investigation sought details about the consumer research and selection criteria underlying the Smart Choices Program, the fees involved in administering the program, and any payments or other developmental role that major food manufacturers might have provided the program.

As mentioned previously, the Connecticut Attorney General’s investigation into Smart Choices garnered widespread publicity in mid-October 2009. In interviews with the press, Attorney General Blumenthal said that he had discussed his office’s investigation with attorneys general from other states and
several had expressed interest in joining his effort.\textsuperscript{379} The New York Times noted that in other prominent consumer protection cases, states have worked together to pursue corporations or industries, such as tobacco manufacturers and subprime lenders, over deceptive marketing charges.\textsuperscript{380} James E. Tierney, Director of the National State Attorneys General Program at Columbia Law School, noted that state attorneys general frequently act on consumer issues that might take federal regulators much longer to address, thereby prompting changes in industry practices on a much sooner basis.\textsuperscript{381} Tierney also lauded Blumenthal’s efforts, commenting that protecting consumers against unfair and deceptive marketing practices is the core duty of state attorneys general.\textsuperscript{382} Within days after Attorney General Blumenthal issued a press release calling on all participating manufacturers to stop using the Smart Choices logo,\textsuperscript{383} all had agreed to do so, including ConAgra Foods, General Mills, Kellogg’s, Kraft Foods, PepsiCo, Riviana Foods, Sun-Maid, and Unilever.\textsuperscript{384}

To date, consumer protection litigation against food companies has been relatively rare, and many cases have failed to survive the dismissal or summary judgment stage and actually proceed to trial. However, this does not mean that consumer protection litigation may not become an attractive strategy to bring attention to misleading food industry marketing practices in the future. Moreover, as Connecticut Attorney General Blumenthal’s investigation of Smart Choices demonstrates, the exercise of investigatory authority and the mere threat of litigation may have a powerful impact on potentially deceptive marketing schemes, leading to increased consumer awareness and voluntary changes in corporate practices. As one commentary has noted: “From a public health standpoint, successful litigation does not always require a victory in court; the goal of litigation can be to change public perception of an industry and ultimately to induce a change in industry practices.”\textsuperscript{385}
Conclusion

Front-of-package labels and grocery shelf rating systems have the potential to make nutrition information more readily accessible, inform consumers’ food purchasing decisions, and improve the overall quality of Americans’ diets. Select corporate sales data suggests that nutrition rating systems influence consumers’ food choices in a positive way. Nutrition rating systems also hold the potential to positively influence food manufacturing practices by encouraging product reformulation, as menu labeling in chain restaurants has reportedly done.386

But the efficacy and validity of nutrition rating systems still needs to be tested in the marketplace. Solid data is lacking about whether nutrition rating systems actually succeed in improving consumers’ food choices and helping them to construct healthier diets. On one hand, numerous studies have demonstrated that it is difficult to gauge consumer responsiveness to nutrition labeling and some research suggests that consumers’ use of nutrition labels is declining. On the other hand, one might argue that nutrition rating systems will succeed in making an impression on consumers where the Nutrition Facts panel has failed because their colorful, graphic messages are harder to ignore and easier to comprehend. Of course, resonating with consumers will only be helpful if a front-of-package label or grocery shelf rating provides an accurate synopsis of a food’s overall nutrition quality, since research has shown that consumers tend to truncate their search for nutrition information if symbols or other nutrient content claims are present.387

Additional research is needed to determine which nutrition rating approaches appeal most to consumers and have the greatest potential to influence their food purchasing decisions.388 At present, we simply do not know which kind of nutrition rating format works best in educating consumers – is it a single checkmark, a traffic light system, a range of one to three stars, or a numeric score from one to 100?389 Further, aside from the question of which format consumers appear to prefer is the more important issue of whether nutrition rating systems actually impact the overall quality of consumers’ diets. Unless consumers use nutrition symbols and ratings to consistently make healthier food purchasing decisions that result in more balanced diets and improved health outcomes, their only real utility will be as marketing tools.

While existing research suggests that front-of-package symbols and grocery shelf ratings can influence consumers to select the labeled items, it is not known whether this effect is consistent across different demographic groups. It is also unclear whether, in the long term, front-of-package labels and shelf ratings will have a significant enough impact on consumer behavior and dietary choices to contribute to the prevention of obesity and diet-related diseases.390 Future research efforts might also be directed at measuring the synergistic effect of front-of-package and shelf labeling at the grocery store with menu labeling at restaurants, and how the greater accessibility of nutrition information in both venues might impact Americans’ diets. Restaurant food purchasing decisions are important because an estimated 46% of Americans’ food dollars are spent and roughly one-third (32%) of our calories are consumed in away-from-home settings.391 While a potentially promising strategy for obesity prevention, at present, studies on the efficacy of menu labeling in curbing calorie intake
present somewhat mixed results. In sum, considerable research is necessary to determine how to best present nutrition information to consumers in a way that will lead to the selection of healthier foods, improve the quality of Americans’ diets, and result in better overall health outcomes in the United States.

Because each nutrition rating system utilizes a unique scoring approach and is based on underlying criteria that place different values on a wide variety of nutrients, it appears essential to achieve some degree of standardization to prevent consumer confusion. As long as multiple and varied nutrition rating systems are competing against each other, it is unlikely that nutrition experts, industry representatives, and consumer activists will agree on the best format or set of underlying nutritional criteria. Perhaps the best solution is the development and federal regulation of a standardized nutrition rating system that can be used in all American markets and rigorously evaluated for its validity and efficacy. As one nutritionist has stated, “[c]onsumers do not need to be bombarded with more confusing nutrition information.”
## APPENDIX A: What’s in a Label?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>What it is</th>
<th>How it works</th>
<th>Who uses it</th>
<th>How it rates</th>
<th>Example: Frosted Flakes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guiding Stars</td>
<td>Launched in 2006, Guiding Stars is an in-store nutrition rating system developed by an advisory panel of doctors, scientists, and dieticians to help consumers identify healthier foods. Guiding Stars labels are placed on shelf tags, aisle signage, and private label brand packaging.</td>
<td>Foods are given a rating of 1 (“good”), 2 (“better”), or 3 (“best”) stars. Guiding Stars uses four different algorithms to assess foods. The system is point-based, crediting points for positive nutrition attributes and debiting points for negative attributes.</td>
<td>Hannaford Bros., Bloom, Food Lion, Sweet Bay</td>
<td>Foods are rated using the same system regardless of price, brand, or manufacturer. The stars system is easy to use and understand. Sales data suggest the system can influence consumer purchasing behavior. However, not all products in the store are rated.</td>
<td>Would not qualify for any stars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NuVal</td>
<td>Launched in 2008, NuVal was developed by a team of nutrition and medical experts to help consumers recognize healthier food choices. NuVal scores are displayed on shelf tags and aisle signage.</td>
<td>NuVal scores foods on a scale of 1 to 100 using an algorithm called the Overall Nutritional Quality Index (ONQI). The higher the NuVal score, the higher the nutritional quality of the food.</td>
<td>Price Chopper, Hy-Vee, Meijer</td>
<td>NuVal is an independent rating system, reportedly developed without food manufacturer or retailer influence. NuVal allows shoppers to compare similar food items within the same product category, as well as across different product categories.</td>
<td>22 out of 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy Ideas</td>
<td>Giant Foods and Stop &amp; Shop supermarkets launched the Healthy Ideas shelf tag system in early 2009 with the goal of making it easier for consumers to select healthy foods.</td>
<td>Healthy Ideas’ criteria are based on FDA and USDA guidelines. To earn a symbol, a food must have limited cholesterol, sodium, total fat, and saturated fat and must contain at least 10% of the federal nutrition guidelines for one or more specified nutrients. Fresh produce automatically qualifies.</td>
<td>Giant Foods, Stop &amp; Shop</td>
<td>Nutritional criteria are based on accepted federal nutritional guidelines. The symbol is easy for consumers to use and recognize. The system does not assess foods of low nutritional value (e.g., candy, ice cream, cookies) or most beverages.</td>
<td>Would not qualify for symbol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nutrition iQ</td>
<td>Nutrition iQ is a color-coded shelf labeling system that aids shoppers in choosing low fat, high fiber, and other healthy foods. Nutrition iQ labels began appearing in SuperValu stores in 2009.</td>
<td>Based on the FDA’s criteria for nutrient content claims, nutrition IQ evaluates whether an item is an &quot;excellent&quot; or &quot;good&quot; source of fiber, calcium, and protein. It also takes sodium, fat, and calories into account. For example, this color-coded system assigns a yellow tag to foods that are an excellent source of protein.</td>
<td>SuperValu grocery stores nationwide, including Jewel-Osco, Cub Foods, Albertson’s</td>
<td>Nutrition IQ provides consumers with an at-a-glance snapshot of the nutritional value of foods. However, the color-coded signage could be confusing, as information regarding the significance of the colors may not be readily available to or understood by consumers.</td>
<td>Would not qualify for symbol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart Choices</td>
<td>Smart Choices is a pan-industry effort, developed by a coalition of manufacturers, retailers, nutrition experts and health organizations, to promote a standardized benchmark for front-of-package (FOP) labeling.</td>
<td>To qualify, a product must meet certain criteria based on the Dietary Guidelines for Americans. Foods are divided into 19 different food or product categories, each of which has its own customized nutritional criteria, and Smart Choices selects qualifying products within each category.</td>
<td>Initially endorsed by a variety of manufacturers, including General Mills, Kellogg’s, Kraft, and Con Agra. Currently suspended.</td>
<td>Despite its collaborative development, critics questioned the program’s nutritional criteria and its funding mechanism. Smart Choices suspended operations after the FDA announced it would be investigating whether such systems comply with federal nutrition labeling laws.</td>
<td>Would qualify for symbol</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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See generally U.S. Gov’t Accountability Office, supra note 215. The FDA, USDA, and FTC share jurisdiction over labeling and advertising of food products pursuant to a complex regulatory scheme established by Congress through complementary statutes, including the federal Food Drug and Cosmetic Act (as amended by the NLEA), the Fair Packaging and Labeling Act, the Public Health Service Act, the Federal Meat Inspection Act, the Federal Meat Inspection Act, and the Poultry Products Inspection Act. The USDA’s Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS) has primary responsibility for ensuring the safety and labeling accuracy of meat and poultry products, while the FDA is responsible for overseeing the labeling of all other foods. Geoffrey S. Becker, Cong. Research Serv., The Federal Food Safety System: A Primer 2-3 (Apr. 8, 2009), available at http://www.nationalaglawcenter.org/assets/docs/RS22600.pdf. FDA labeling jurisdiction extends to over 80% of all food products sold in the U.S., plus dietary supplements. U.S. Gov’t Accountability Office, GAO Highlights (GAO-08-597), Food Labeling: FDA Needs to Better Leverage Resources, Improve Oversight, and Effectively Use Available Data to Help Consumers Select Healthy Foods (Sept. 2008), available at http://www.gao.gov/highlights/d08597high.pdf. FDA and FTC have overlapping jurisdiction for regulating food advertising, labeling and promotion. Pursuant to a 1971 memorandum of understanding, the agencies agreed that the FTC would exercise primary responsibility for ensuring that food advertising is truthful and not misleading, while the FDA would have primary jurisdiction over regulating the accuracy of food labeling. Working Agreement Between Federal Trade Commission and Food and Drug Administration, 4 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) ¶ 9,850.01 (1971). In a nutshell, despite concurrent jurisdiction with other federal agencies, the lion’s share of responsibility for regulating food labeling falls to the FDA.
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275 For example, in May 2009, the FDA issued a warning letter to General Mills over its claim that Cheerio’s Toasted Whole Grain Oat Cereal is “clinically proven to help lower cholesterol.” Warning Letter to General Mills, Inc. from U.S. Food & Drug Admin., May 5, 2009 (on file with author), available at http://www.fda.gov/ICECI/EnforcementActions/WarningLetters/ucm162943.htm. According to the agency, such a claim requires FDA preapproval of the product as a drug, since such specific cholesterol-lowering claims can be made only for drugs under federal law. Id. The agency’s letter warned that Cheerio’s was misbranded in violation of the FDCA because it bears unauthorized health claims in its packaging label, and suggested that if General Mills wanted to keep the package label as is, it would need to file a new drug application for Cheerios. Id. The problem was that General Mill’s cholesterol-lowering claims crossed the line in their specificity. See Jennifer Corbett Dooren, Cheerio’s Health Claims Break Rules, FDA Says, WALL ST. J., May 13, 2009, at B1, available at http://online.wsj.com/article/SB124216077825612187.html. FDA regulations governing health claims establish parameters on what can be said about food (versus what can be said about drugs). According to the FDA, had General Mills used more general language about a reduction in heart disease risk resulting from consumption of whole grain foods, that may have been a permissible, FDA-authorized health claim, provided that certain language was used. (The FDA has issued a policy statement in 2006 that when such claims are made in the context of a food, they may be labeled “may reduce a certain health risk.” Note 215, at 2.)

274 The agency’s letter directed General Mills to promptly correct the label—health claim, provided that certain language was used. (The FDA has issued a policy statement in 2006 that when such claims are made in the context of a food, they may be labeled “may reduce a certain health risk.” Note 215, at 2.)

273 According to the agency, such a claim requires FDA preapproval of the product as a drug, since such specific cholesterol-lowering health claims can be made only for drugs under federal law. Id. The agency’s letter warned that Cheerio’s was misbranded in violation of the FDCA because it bears unauthorized health claims in its packaging label, and suggested that if General Mills wanted to keep the package label as is, it would need to file a new drug application for Cheerios. Id. The problem was that General Mill’s cholesterol-lowering claims crossed the line in their specificity. See Jennifer Corbett Dooren, Cheerio’s Health Claims Break Rules, FDA Says, WALL ST. J., May 13, 2009, at B1, available at http://online.wsj.com/article/SB124216077825612187.html. FDA regulations governing health claims establish parameters on what can be said about food (versus what can be said about drugs). According to the FDA, had General Mills used more general language about a reduction in heart disease risk resulting from consumption of whole grain foods, that may have been a permissible, FDA-authorized health claim, provided that certain language was used. (The FDA has issued a policy statement in 2006 that when such claims are made in the context of a food, they may be labeled “may reduce a certain health risk.” Note 215, at 2.)
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Indeed, one German study has suggested that while front-of-package traffic light labels appear to influence consumers’ perceived healthiness of a food product, such changes in perception are unlikely to impact food choice and consumption, and thus, are unlikely to contribute to the prevention of obesity and diet related diseases. Borgmeier & Westenhoefer, supra note 176, at 192-94. These researchers concluded: “Despite the fact that food labels may influence the perceived healthiness of foods by consumers, this is unlikely to have a major impact on food choice and consumption. Thus, there is little reason to assume that signpost food labels will be an effective instrument in the prevention of overweight and diet related diseases.” Id. at 194.
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